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irst and foremost, we would like
to thank the public for coming out
to our Health Fair and Symposium
held in September in Winston-Salem.
A lot of people came (many stayed for
the whole day) and enjoyed themselves
while visiting our exhibitors and attending the lectures. With that, we'd also like
to thank those exhibitors for supporting
the event—we believe everyone had a
great day!
And to our speakers—Alexander
Augoustides, MD; Elizabeth Vaughan,
MD; Keoni Teta, ND; Jade Teta, ND; Julius Torelli, MD; Robert Kulp, DDS; and
Sharon Reid, DDS—we really appreciate your time and expertise. Hundreds
of people listened to you and left with
questions answered and the knowledge
that they CAN do something now about
their health.
Can you believe it's Fall already?
Before we know it, the holidays will be
here again. Hopefully, we'll take the time
to relax, refresh and renew so we can
tackle those hectic days with ease. This
issue celebrates relaxation, recreation
and the need to take care of ourselves.
Contributing writer, MayCay Beeler
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6

healthychild
10
Traditional vs Organic
Honey
Bobbie Moore
14
shares a story inside about how she "renewed" herself on her 50th birthday with
surﬁng lessons!
There are lots of great articles inside—something for everyone.
Mark your calendars for Saturday,
November 12 when we will be at Earth
Fare for a Healthy Happy Holidays event.
We'll have workshops, speakers, free
massages, etc., all aimed at making your
holidays as stress-free as possible. (see
page 33) The November issue will have
many more details about this day.
Until then, stay happy and healthy.
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Relax While You Learn - Gain health beneﬁts while you relax and learn
Inspired to Retire - How to Diversify Globally
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stresses in your life
Summer Recipe by Paulette Mitchell
How to Make Money Even When You Don't Want To - learn how to ﬁnd good
investments in the Blue Ridge
Hoodia - An ancient African Weight control secret
Detoxiﬁcation - Learn about the Detoxlite Program and its beneﬁts
Light and Infrared Therapy - Learn how LEDs (light emitting diodes) can heal
wounds, burns and more.
The Meaning of Life—Learn more from a yellow duck
Get Fit—7 simple ways you can be more ﬁt in just a few minutes a day
Holiday Recipes—Taste great yet promote weight loss, increase energy and
enhance good health
The 3 Season Diet—Learn to eat healthy for your ayurvedic body type
Key Muscles—Learn about key ring muscles and how learning to chew differently can help you lose weight
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news
briefs
Two New Sessions at Family Yoga:
Yoga for Fertility and Meditation

F
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amily Yoga will offer a six week session, Yoga for Fertility, starting October 10,
2005.
Yoga is an ancient mind/body discipline consisting of breathwork, physical postures and meditation while emphasizing the importance of healthy living. Practicing
yoga can unblock the body’s energy (prana), bring more balance to the hormonal
system and strengthen internal organs as well as the skeletal body.
Infertility is a growing concern. Chances are you know of someone who has
had difﬁculty conceiving a child. As a woman ages her fertility decreases, leading to
frustration and despair. Stress accumulates in the body, affecting a person’s mental
and physical well-being.
The meditative nature of yoga can help to heal both the mind and body. Yoga
for fertility can lengthen the spine giving more room to the abdominal organs and
ovaries and ﬁrm the muscles around the uterus. Supported postures to open the heart
center and pelvic area will be a staple of the class.
Fellowship among those who are experiencing the pain of infertility will provide
support and encouragement. Through yoga, the journey to fertility will unfold one
breath at a time.
Classes will be held on Monday nights from 6:00 pm until 7:15. Registration is
required as space is limited. Call (336) 272-0005 or email cnandres@familyyoga.
org to register.
In addition, Family Yoga will begin offering Meditation on Sundays from 6:30
PM to 7:30 PM. October 2, 2005 will be a free introduction to Meditation with subsequent sessions offered on a donation basis.
There is a deep stillness that can be experienced when we sit in meditation
practicing being present. Becoming aware of the breath, the mind chatter and all
that surrounds us, deepens understanding of ourselves and brings calmness and
clarity to our lives.
The meditation offering will provide a place for people to sit together in 20 minute
periods with a free introduction to meditation given every 4-6 weeks.
Betsy Bevan is a long time meditator of 25 years who worked for many years with
Toni Packer, head of the Springwater NY Retreat Center for Meditative Inquiry.
Everyone is welvome to attend welcome.
For more information, contact Cheryl Andres, owner of Family Yoga at 336-272-0005.
Family Yoga is now located at 1616-E Battleground Avenue in Greensboro. Visit www.
familyyoga.org. See ad on page 43.

LEWA Marketplace is Open!

T

he Light & Energy Workers Association announces the LEWA Marketplace
webpage is now open & welcomes everyone to post or browse for FREE until
October 31. Beneﬁt from 500+ site visitors per month! Browse 5 listing categories
(more added as needed): Community Notices, For Sale/Rent, General, Services,
& Want Ads.
Selling or seeking items and/or services? Such as your house, rental, car
or personal items? Seeking a roommate or renter? Post a community notice or
announcement! Submitting an ad is very quick & easy. Go online to www.networkthelight.net/submit_market.cfm for free through this month & ﬁll out the
user-friendly form there.

Contact info@networkthelight.net or 336-314-0503 for more information. See ad
on page 36.
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Local Shops,
A Special Place and
Second to Nature,
Honor Breast Cancer
Awareness Month

A

Special Place and Second to Nature
will celebrate Breast Cancer Awareness Month with a 2 Day Health and
Beauty Fair on October 14 and 15. Located at 500 State Street in Greensboro,
the health fair will run from 10 AM until
5 PM both days.
During this event, a guest stylist from
Raquel Welch Studios will be demonstrating the beauty secrets of the stars.
For a free personal consultation call for
appointment 574-0100
In addition, a representative from
Camp Health Care will demonstrate
newest innovations for women having
undergone mastectomies, lumpectomies,
or reconstructive surgery. And, other
health care professionals will be on hand
to offer information on traditional and
alternative health care, skin care secrets,
hair loss solutions, cancer prevention and
treatment and much more!
Throughout the event there will be
free chair massages, refreshments, reﬂexology demonstrations, gifts and information packets.
The following Saturday, October 22
we will have a continuing education
program. Professionals from Nioxin and
Repechage will be offering free consultations for anyone interested in having the
healthiest hair and skin possible!

LifeWave Releases
2nd Product

Psychologist Opens
Practice in Greensboro

L

L

For more information, go to www.

For more infornmation or to schedule an
appointment, contact Linda at at 336691-9233.

ifeWave is proud to introduce RestQuiet. The RestQuiet patch is nontransdermal, meaning no substance
enters the body. The RestQuiet patch
system is a product of modern science
applied to ancient oriental medicine
that induces a deep rest by means of a
persistent stimulation of the body’s own
natural acupuncture meridians.
RestQuiet joins LifeWave’s first
product, the Energy Enhancer, which
results in immediate improvements in
energy, stamina and well being.
lifewave.com/joel or call Joel Landau
at 336-854-2728.

inda Duthiers, Ph.D., has opened a
psychotherapy practice at 915 Olive
Street in Greensboro.
Specializing in individual and couples therapy, Linda’s interests include
trauma recovery (from childhood abuse,
sexual assault, etc.), coping with chronic
illness, anxiety, and minority-related concerns (LGB, ethnic background, etc.).
Linda looks forward to helping others
invest in themselves, which is something
she considers fundamental to living a
more complete life.

For more information, call 336-574-0100
or 336-274-2003. See ad on page 22.

October:
National Breast Cancer
Awareness Month
National Breast Cancer
Awareness Month is dedicated to
increasing awareness of
the importance of early
breast cancer detection.
October 2005
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news
briefs
The Fibromyalgia
Solutions Center of the
Triad Opens

D

r. Steve Willen, DC has opened The
Fibromyalgia Solutions Center of the
Triad. He has been in practice for over
22 years and has worked with these very
sick patients even before it was called
Fibromyalgia.
The typical Fibromyalgia patient
complains of widespread muscle pain,
unrelenting fatigue, and poor sleep.
Other symptoms include depression,
poor memory (Fibro Fog), irritable bowel
syndrome, chronic infections, headaches,
allergies, chemical sensitivities, gas, indigestion and heartburn. Most Fibromyalgia
patients have been to an average of eight
medical doctors and have waited numerous years before being diagnosed with
Fibromyalgia. Over 90% are female. The
average patient is on at least six prescription medications. Unfortunately, there is
no prescription that is a cure. Dr. Willen
uses a biochemical approach using amino
acid therapy to restore neurotransmitter
function and deep restorative sleep. By
using this approach there is signiﬁcant
improvement in this illness.

For more information call 336-292-4900.
See ad on page 13.

Lifeturn Offers
Hypnotherapy
Certiﬁcation Program

L

ifeturn Institute of Natural Health
will be offering a Hypnotherapy
Certiﬁcation program in Raleigh, NC.
The dates are January 13-14-15 plus
February 17-18-19, 2006. Both weekends must be attended for certiﬁcation.
The times are: Fri. 12-5 PM, Sat. 9-5
PM, and Sun. 9-5 PM.
Anyone interested is invited to
attend as there is no educational prerequisite for certiﬁcation. The classes
are normally limited to 12 participants
with two instructors, resulting in a high
instructor/student ratio, as well as providing lots of “hands-on” experience.
Nurses, Certiﬁed Healing Touch Practitioners, and NC Certiﬁed Substance
Abuse Counselors may contact Lifeturn
Institute for Continuing Education
information. Tuition is $1250.00, but
specials may be available at the website www.lifeturn.com.
Contact Lifeturn Institute of Natural Health at 919-876-7240 or
registrar@lifeturn.com for more information. See ad on page 33.

Sunrise Yoga Teacher
Becomes Relax &
Renew Trainer ®

R

estorative Yoga is a specialized
practice of yoga made popular by
Judith Lasater, author of Relax & Renew
and several other books. The antidote
to stress is relaxation. To relax is to rest
deeply, which is different from sleep.
Deep states of sleep include periods of
dreaming which increase muscular tension, as well as other physiological signs
of tension. Relaxation is a state in which
there is no movement, no effort, and the
brain is quiet. “It allows time to restore
your body, mind and soul!” is how one
student described her experience with
the practice.
Common to all stress reduction
techniques is putting the body in a comfortable position, with gentle attention
directed toward the breath. Scientists
have researched the effects of relaxation
and report measurable beneﬁts, including reduction in muscle tension and
improved circulation.
By supporting the body with props,
we alternately stimulate and relax the
body to move toward balance. Some
poses have an overall beneﬁt. Others
target an individual part, such as the
lungs or heart. All create speciﬁc physiological responses which are beneﬁcial
to health and can reduce the effects of
stress-related disease. One student says,
“The Restorative Yoga practice is the
best therapy I have found for tension
that builds up in my body, especially in
my shoulders and low back. By relaxing
deeply in the various poses, I ﬁnd my
mind is clear, I have more energy and I
do not have insomnia.”
Valerie Kiser, RYT of Sunrise Yoga
completed this training with Judith Lasater in April and now offers Restorative
Yoga workshops on a monthly basis as
well as private sessions. The next workshop is scheduled for October 9.
Call 336-778-1233 for more information
or visit www.sunriseyoga.net. See ad on
page 12.
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Cornerstone Behavioral Medicine
Offers Self-Help Classes

D

r. Tom Thompson, a psychologist
with Cornerstone Behavioral Medicine, announces three group sessions
designed to address specific lifestyle
issues. Each class will be led by a Cornerstone psychologist with specialized
training in the group topic. The classes
are open to the community for a nominal
fee and participants must pre-register for
each class.
“The Smart Parent,” taught by Dr.
Thompson, is a six-class series for parents seeking practical solutions to everyday behavioral and mood problems
including not minding, aggressiveness,
sadness, separation problems, arguing,
impulsivity and excessive worrying. Parents may choose to attend one or more
classes based upon their speciﬁc interests.
Classes are held Tuesday evenings from 6
to 7 pm. Class size is limited to provide
opportunity for questions and practical
application.
“Changes,” led by clinical psychologist, Dr. Michael Kirch, is an eight-week
program for adults who have experienced
a stressful life event, such as separation or divorce, job loss, illness, motor

vehicle accident or trauma. Participants
will learn effective self-management and
problem-solving techniques to help them
effectively cope with changes associated
with major life experiences. Group sessions will be held Tuesday evenings from
5:30 to 7 pm, September 27 through
November 15.
“What’s Eating You? Ending Compulsive Overeating,” is an eight-week
program for adults who have a history of
problematic relationships with food, eating, and body image. This series will be
led by clinical psychologist, Dr. Barbara
Bear, who specializes in the treatment
of eating disorders. Participants will
learn cognitive behavioral techniques to
overcome distorted beliefs and negative
behavioral patterns related to eating, exercise and body image. Group sessions
will be held on Mondays from 5:30 to 7
pm from September 26 through November 14.
Contact Kerri Leonard at 802-2205 X 2
for more information, class schedule,
location, and registration.

October 2005
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Is Your Child TOO BUSY?
"She’s not really good at soccer and she doesn’t really like it,
but all her friends are doing it,” reports the mother of a 9-yearold.
“If I miss a practice, even for a doctor’s appointment, I get
benched,” a 13-year-old says.
“If my son didn’t have an after-school activity every day of the
week, he’d sit around eating junk and playing video games,”
the father of a 10-year-old says worriedly.
“I don’t really like lacrosse, but I have to do it because it’ll look
good on my college transcript,” a 16-year-old explains.
“I don’t have anything scheduled on Sunday afternoons. That’s
when I have my life,” a 14-year-old reasons.

C

learly, some kids have too much to do and not enough
time to do it. And it’s hard to tell if it’s the parents pushing
or the kids trying to keep up with their peers. Whatever
the culprit, one thing’s for sure - something’s got to give for
some kids. Is your child too busy?

Why Are Kids So Busy?

For some families, kids may be driving the schedule because
they don’t want to feel left out. Teens may feel pressure to boost
their roster of activities to get into the college of their choice.
Some parents may feel that they have to keep their kids
constantly occupied, rather than give them a chance to play,
explore, and learn on their own. Parents may also feel the need
to sign their kids up for one more class or team for fear that their
children may be missing something the other kids are getting.
Parents usually just want whatever seems best for their
kids. Even when intentions are good, though, a child can easily
become overscheduled. The pressure to participate in a handful of activities all the time and to “keep up with the Joneses”
can be physically and emotionally exhausting, for parents and
kids alike.
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Of course, organized activities and sports are beneﬁcial
for kids for a number of reasons. They foster social skills and
provide opportunities for play and exercise. They promote cultural enrichment and teach sportsmanship, self-discipline, and
conﬂict resolution. Most of all, they’re fun! The key is keeping
them that way, and making sure that kids—and their parents
—aren’t becoming overwhelmed.

How Can I Tell if My Child Is Too Busy?

Sooner or later, too-busy children will begin to show signs
of being overscheduled. Every child is different, but overscheduled kids may:
• feel tired, anxious, or depressed
• complain of headaches and stomachaches, which may
be due to stress, missed meals, or lack of sleep
• fall behind on their schoolwork, causing their grades to
drop
Overscheduling can also take a toll on kids’ friendships and
social lives. Family life also can suffer when too many people
are running in too many directions. When one parent is driving
to basketball practice and the other is carpooling to dance class,
meals are missed. As a result, some families rarely eat dinner
together and parents and kids may not be taking the time to
stay connected. Plus, the weekly grind of chauffeuring kids all
over the place and getting to one class, game, or practice after
another can be downright tiresome and stressful for parents.

Tips for Busy Families

Even those parents who try to help their children cut back
on some activities can run up against coaches who won’t tolerate absences and kids who want to keep up with their friends.
However, it’s important for parents to step back and make sure
that their children aren’t experiencing activity overload.
The key is to schedule things in moderation and choose
activities with your child’s age, temperament, interests, and
abilities in mind. If something’s too advanced, the experience
may be frustrating. If it isn’t engaging, your child will probably
be bored. And if your child doesn’t want to do it in the ﬁrst
place, he or she may do it only to please you, which defeats
the whole purpose.
Depending on the age and interests of your child, you
can set reasonable limits on extracurricular activities and help
make them more enjoyable for both you and your child. Here
are some simple suggestions:
• Agree on some ground rules before you sign up for
too much. For instance, plan to play one sport per season, or
limit activities to two afternoons or evenings during the school
week.
• Before you say yes, make sure your child knows how
much time is required for an activity. For example, will there
be time to practice between lessons? Does your child realize
that soccer practice is twice a week, right after school until
dinnertime? Then there’s the weekly game, too. Will his or her
homework suffer?

• Keep a calendar to stay organized. Display it on the refrigerator or other prominent spot in the home so that the whole
family can stay up-to-date. And if you ﬁnd an empty space on
the calendar, leave it alone!
• Even if your child’s signed up for the season, let him or
her miss one or two sessions. Sometimes taking the opportunity
to hang out on a beautiful day is more important than going to
one more activity, even if you’ve already paid for it.
• Try to carpool with other parents to make life easier.
• Try to balance activities for all of your children - and
yourself. It hardly seems fair to expend time and energy carting
one kid to activities, leaving little time for the other. And don’t
forget to take time for yourself, to do the things you enjoy, and
to spend time together as a family.
• Create family time. If it seems like you’re eating pizza on
the run every night, make a plan so that everyone can be home
for dinner at the same time - even if it means eating a little later.
Make sure to schedule family fun time too, whether it’s playing
a board game together or going on bike ride or hike.
• Set priorities. School should come ﬁrst. If your child is
having a hard time keeping up academically, your child may
need to drop an activity.
• Know when to draw the line and say no. If your child is
already doing a lot and really wants to participate in another
activity, talk about what other activity or activities need to be
dropped to make the desired one happen.
• Don’t underestimate the importance of downtime. Everyone needs a chance to relax, reﬂect on the day, or just do
nothing.

Slowing It Down

Take a moment and think about your child’s life. If you think
your child is overscheduled, sit down together and decide where
you can cut back. If it’s very structured, with school, after-school
activities, and homework being the weekday norm, consider
helping your child create time to blow off some steam.
Riding a bike, taking a walk, playing a game, listening to
music, or just doing nothing for a while will give your child
some much-needed rest. And never forget how important it is
for kids to simply get together to play. Kids just need time to
be kids.
Provided by KidsHealth, one of the largest resources online for
medically reviewed health information written for parents, kids
and teens. Visit www.KidsHealth.org.
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Women

Supporting Women
in

Childbirth

T

hroughout history, women in all
cultures met the unique challenges
of childbirth with the presence and
support of other women during labor and
birth. In the United States, when birth
shifted from taking place at home to the
hospital setting, this essential component
of care was forfeited. Today, however,
many women are bringing back this tradition, by using the support of women
trained as professional Labor Assistants,
also called Birth Doulas.
The most impressive aspect of this
newest choice in childbirth is the effect
of having an experienced woman present
with the family at birth. In a series of six
clinical trials, the presence of Labor Assistants resulted in 50% fewer cesareans,
a 25% reduction in the length of labor,
30% less usage of pain medication, 40%
less use of the drug pitocin, and 50%
fewer epidurals.
Labor Assistants/Birth Doulas offer
support for the laboring mother by providing physical comfort and emotional encouragement. They may help the mother
devise a birth plan and they strive to
reinforce women’s trust in their bodies’
ability to birth normally.
In addition to the obvious contributions to the mother’s comfort level and
the potential for a less complicated,
safer birth, these statistics also point to
enormous savings in light of the current
healthcare crisis. The national cesarean
rate is now 26.1% (over 1 in 4 births),
continuing to increase each year. Many
of these costly surgeries are considered
to be medically unnecessary by groups
including the US Department of Health
and Human Services.
Having the continuous support of a
Labor Assistant often relieves the family of
the pressure they may feel to “be the experts” and frees them to feel and express
their own emotions as they themselves
witness the miraculous and challenging
process of labor and birth. Labor support
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providers do not duplicate the role of
doctors, midwives or partners. Their job
is to serve as an advocate for the mother’s
wishes, and to work in collaboration with
the rest of the team to support the family
in having the safest and most satisfying
birth possible. A good labor support
professional understands and trusts the
process of birth, respects its transcendent
and sacred aspects in addition to its physical and emotional realities, facilitates the
fulﬁllment of a birth plan, supports the
participation of the mothers partner, and
aids communication between all parties
involved in the work of welcoming a new
life. Believing that a woman’s body is able
to bring her baby into the world with
little, if any, intervention, a doula works
to help the laboring woman achieve this
goal if it is her desire.
Laboring women who feel conﬁdent
and supported are much more likely to
achieve satisfying outcomes than are
women without such support. Knowledgeable Labor Assistants can do a great
deal to provide pregnant women with
information and alternatives so that they
may give birth with conﬁdence, strength
and joy. They are making an immeasurable difference in the lives of families by
increasing satisfaction with the birth itself
and contributing to better outcomes for
both mothers and babies. The next time
you see a pregnant mom, tell her, “You
deserve a doula!”
The Association of Labor Assistants and
Childbirth Educators (ALACE) is a nonproﬁt educational organization dedicated
to supporting women’s choices in childbirth. ALACE trains and certiﬁes Labor
Assistants/Birth Doulas and Childbirth
Educators in the midwifery model of
care. To ﬁnd a labor assistant or childbirth
educator in your area, please call ALACE
at 888-22-ALACE or visit our website at:
www.alace.org.

Relaxation and Recreation in the Blue Ridge

S

tone majesty and misty vales unfold in the distant horizons. Green
shaded Blue Ridge mists lay tucked
in verdant vales like carpets of smoky
silence that cover ancient runes that fall
into the haze of history and the sea.
One of the most glorious places
near the Triad in October is the Blue
Ridge Parkway. We are fortunate to live
so near the very middle of nowhere. In
just a couple of hours we can easily get
away and relax from it all. The Blue Ridge
Parkway runs for many, many miles from
Washington D.C. all the way south to
Georgia. Originally built in the 30s as a
WPA project the idea was that members
of Congress could have a quick escape
from the Capitol if it were invaded.
Modern warfare has sort of left this
strip of asphalt defunct as an escape route,
but what a scenic wonder it remains. The
road is a national park and though perfectly groomed and stunningly beautiful
it is almost always empty. You can cruise
slowly along as breathtaking view after
view unfolds. You can see miles into the
horizon as Blue Ridge line after ridge line
unfolds, one after the other grading gently
down into the Piedmont.
The Blue Ridge Parkway is ranked
“America’s most scenic drive” by leading
travel writers. Following mountain crests
from Shenandoah National Park in Vir-

ginia to Great Smoky Mountains National
Park in North Carolina and Tennessee, the
Parkway is the gateway to an Appalachian
empire where man can escape the speed
and crowding of modern life.
Old bridges and walls are built of
old, rugged WPA stone blocks. These
are architectural wonders we’ll never see
built again here.
You can roam too quaint resorts such
as Blowing Rock, the oldest resort in the
East, where you can enjoy an upscale
lunch. Or visit the many parks along the
Parkways for a picnic lunch or visiiit win-

eries nearby such as Chateau Morrisette
at Blue Ridge Parkway Milepost 171.5.
There you can enjoy the timber frame
winery, spectacular views, year-round
tours, wine tastings and a gift shop.
For the adventuresome, there are numerous well-marked hiking trails, bicycle
trails and campsites.
Numerous nearby sites are listed at
http://www.blueridgeparkway.org/
You can get a number of printable
maps for special segments of the Parkway at http://www.blueridgeparkway.
org/maps.htm
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Traditional
vs
Organic

Do You Know
What's in
Your Honey?

H

oney bees have been producing honey for at least 150
million years. It is estimated that over one third of all
crops are pollinated by the honey bee. The farmer used
to be able to depend on feral colonies of bees to help with the
pollination of crops; however, the spread of diseases and the
invasion of parasitic mites have caused the wild bee colony to
become almost extinct. In many ways, the bee is the “canary”
of our society, warning us that the structure of our natural world
is getting out of balance.
Aggressive beekeeping practices have created bee colonies
that are susceptible to diseases and pests. Traditional beekeepers must resort to chemical means to keep their hives alive and
to ensure honey supply. Bacteria, viruses, and infections can
invade a hive and kill the colony. The most destructive bacteria is
American Foulbrood, although European Foulbrood, Sacbrood,
and Nosema can all cause signiﬁcant damage and/or death to
the hive. These diseases are treated with a medicated sugar
syrup than contains an antibiotic, usually oxytetracycline, or
fumagillin. As is the case with humans, these antibiotics merely
suppress the diseases which may reappear stronger and spread
to other hives.
Pests also cause problems that will ultimately weaken or
destroy a hive. Varroa Mites, Trachael Mites, and Small Hive
Beetles are treated with the chemicals ﬂuvalinate, coumaphos,
or formic acid. The caterpillar that becomes the Wax Moth,
which cocoons in the hive, is treated with the toxin paradicholorobenzene.
The beekeeper is advised on all drug and pesticide labels
to wear protective clothing and not to use the products during honey ﬂow. If the beekeeper is extremely careful, most of
these harmful substances will not be concentrated in the honey.
However, residues are corrosive, toxic, sometimes carcinogenic,
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and can cause mutations of antibiotic-resistant diseases, as well
as skin, lung, eye, and nerve damage.
Now that the beehive has been medicated, what about the
nectar and pollen sources from which they feed? Bees ﬂy in a
radius of about 3 miles from their hive. The widespread use of
chemicals in agriculture and on public lands leaves chemical
residues that are carried in on the pollens and nectars that bees
gather. Commercially-produced honey may contain residues
of these chemicals, pesticides, herbicides, and geneticallyengineered pollen.
When honey is extracted, many large processors use heat
to make packing easier and to prevent crystallization, which
makes the product more attractive to the consumer. As a result,
the once nutrient-laden honey is reduced to honey-ﬂavored
sugar syrup. At the end of the season, if the beekeeper has
“robbed” too much of the bees’ honey, then their food source
is replaced by sugar water, detracting even more from the nutrients naturally found in honey.
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A day in the life of the organic beekeeper is much different
than that of the traditional beekeeper. There are strict standards
in place in order to produce “Certiﬁed Organic” honey, and
these rules are enforced by a third-party organization. No
chemicals or drugs are allowed in or around the bees or their
hives or in the materials used to construct their hives. Hives
with diseases that are not treatable with organic methods must
be burned. The hives are placed in locations that are environmentally pure and uncontaminated.
The organic beekeeper leaves enough honey in the hive
for the bees to overwinter without having to feed them nonnutritive sweeteners. Organic beekeepers do not use artiﬁcial
means of reproduction, allowing nature to provide the “ﬁttest
of the species.”
Organic honey is carefully extracted and warmed only
up to hive temperature -- heat destroys the natural enzymes in
honey. Hand-packing the honey may result in some crystallization later, but it is an assurance that the honey has not been
heated too high.
It is a difﬁcult task to keep a beehive healthy and thriving.
It is even harder to do so without resorting to the quick-ﬁx of
medications and chemicals. With proper foresight and planning, and a little extra time, beekeepers can produce organic
honey and bee products without jeopardizing the delicate
balance of our natural world. It is our responsibility to support
Certiﬁed Organic products to encourage the detoxiﬁcation of
agriculture.
For more information about honey or to purchase organic
honey, call Bobbie Moore at The Wild Bee, 336-605-9713 or
email info@thewildbee.com. Please visit www.thewildbee.com.
See ad on page 31.
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cooking
corner

with
Paulette Mitchell

Mediterranean Roll-Ups
with Feta-Kalamata Spread

Makes 2 sandwiches – 2 servings
Recipe can be found in Vegetarian Sandwiches

T

o speed preparation, use packaged shredded broccolicoleslaw mix (which usually also contains some julienned
carrots and shredded red cabbage) available in the supermarket produce department. It’s just ﬁne to use plain ﬂoured
tortillas but try using colorful tomato-ﬂavored tortillas when they
are available. You can prepare the roll-ups in advance to serve
as a light lunch or as an appetizer for carefree entertaining.

For the Spread

1/4 cup cream cheese, softened
1/4 cup crumbled feta cheese (see Tip)
4 kalamata olives, ﬁnely chopped (about 1 tablespoon)
1 tablespoon extra-virgin olive oil
1 tablespoon red wine vinegar
1 teaspoon minced fresh oregano
1 clove garlic, minced

For the Bread

Two 7-inch ﬂour tortillas

For the Sandwich Filling

1 1/2 cups broccoli-coleslaw mix
1 plum tomato, cut into 1/8-inch-thick slices
Dash of freshly ground pepper
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Combine all of the spread ingredients in a small bowl.
To assemble each roll-up, spread a tortilla to the edge with
half of the feta-kalamata mixture. Sprinkle with the broccolicoleslaw mix and top with a horizontal row of tomato slices.
Sprinkle with pepper. Roll up ﬁrmly; wrap in plastic wrap and
refrigerate for at least 15 minutes.
To serve, unwrap the roll and trim to even the ends. For sandwiches, diagonally slice each roll-up into 3 sections. For appetizer servings, slice each roll-up into 6 sections.
Advance preparation
The spread will keep
for up to 2 days in a
covered container in
the refrigerator. The
plastic-wrapped rollups can be refrigerated for up to 4 hours
before serving.
Tip
Feta cheese is a
white Greek cheese
with a rich, tangy
ﬂavor. Traditionally,
it is made with goat’s
milk, sheep’s milk, or a combination; today it is also made with
cow’s milk. In some markets, you will ﬁnd varieties ﬂavored
with peppercorns or herbs. Feta is crumbly when fresh, drier
and saltier when mature.
Paulette Mitchell is a renowned gourmet and author of 11 popular cookbooks, including Vegetarian Sandwiches, The Spirited
Vegetarian and The 15-Minute Vegetarian Gourmet, which can
be found at amazon.com.

Summer's Gone•••
What Can We Do for Family Fun?

S

ummer is gone and the water sports
toys are packed away along with the
beach umbrella and coolers. Back
to work or school—back to routine and
regimen. But, wait, people still want to
play, have fun, socialize, laugh and share
time and activities with friends and family. So what to do when the season closes
and everyone crawls back inside the box
of home or ofﬁce or class-room?
Well, you could go back to the television or the computer or video games
scenario. Some people believe that video
games can offer beneﬁts over passive television viewing. And while video games
began as a pastime for children, they have
become more attractive to adults in recent
years with the average age of a video
gamer now in the mid-twenties.
Others however express concern
that young people spend too much time
watching television or playing computer
and video games leading to under-developed social skills. While playing alone,
one builds a connection with the computer or video screen that lacks warm and
real feedback response. Building relationships and understanding other people’s
feelings and responses is an important
part of growth and development for all
ages. Games with human interaction can
be a healthy teaching tool as well as a
fun diversion.
And Merriam-Webster, deﬁnes recreation, from Latin recreatio restoration
to health, from recreare to create anew,
restore, refresh, and create refreshment

of strength and spirits after work; also: a
means of refreshment or diversion.
We have evolved into a lifestyle
where recreation and relaxation often
means stretching out on the couch with
the TV tuned to the regular line-up of
sit-coms or maybe grabbing the video
game controllers. While offering some
relaxation, these choices do not promote
relating with other people. Consider
recreational alternatives which can help
restore and refresh the state of mind to
playful, joyful, social interaction and
sharing.
Pull out the board games and let the
fun begin. Playing board games can draw
families away from the television, computer and video games towards interactive fun. Avoid the violence and negative
subject matters found in many popular
television programs and video games and
have fun building relationships by playing
board games that involve dialogue and
discussion about various topics relating
to real life scenarios.
Enjoy time with friends and family
while playing games that offer a positive,
uplighting experience to players. Interaction during games can stimulate the brain
while being a healthy form of recreation
and relaxation.

Call
McKeithan
Pain Treatment Center

336-761-0501

Submitted by Donna Walser of Halo Healing, LLC. Contact Donna for information
regarding The Gift of Enlightenment, a
board game created in England. 919-3046844. See ad on page 44.
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HYPNOSIS:
Scientiﬁc or Mystical

A

man sits limply in a chair. His arms
hang by his side and his head
droops forward as his chin touches
his chest. He appears to be asleep or
passed out. Nearby, we hear a slow
monotone voice giving him instructions.
The man is being told to do something
unspeakable, something unfathomable.
We, ourselves, are aghast that someone
would order another person do such a
thing. “Yes, I will,” comes the reply from
the man in the chair. The source of the
monotone voice is that of an evil hypnotist, one with amazing power to control
and dominate the man in the chair. The
hypnotist has total control over the willpower, morality and religious beliefs of
the man in the chair.
Like something out of Bram Stoker’s
Dracula, many people perceive a hypnotist as having a strange power. The
penetrating eyes, the monotone voice
and dominating will. All must submit to
the will of the hypnotist. Never look a
hypnotist in the eye.
Years and years of television shows
and movies paint the hypnotist to be this
powerful and controlling person. To this
I say, “Hogwash!” Like movies about
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vampires and werewolves, it is all fake
and drama. A hypnotist is a skilled professional, but not mythical or supernatural.
(You feel as though you MUST
read the rest of the article!)
Let’s take a few minutes to explain
hypnosis and the role of the hypnotist.
First, hypnosis itself is very natural. It may
come as a surprise to learn that people
are in hypnosis many times a day. When
people are driving their cars they often

drift into thought and literally drive on
autopilot. We would say they are “lost in
their thoughts”. They are in hypnosis.
Children are often so focused on TV
or video games that they are completely
oblivious to people speaking directly to
them. They are in hypnosis. When we
watch a wonderful movie, a movie in
which we, ourselves, feel the emotions
as presented in the movie, we are in
hypnosis.
So what then is hypnosis? One of
the oldest deﬁnitions identiﬁes hypnosis
as “a state of mind where we are open
to suggestions.” While that statement is
true, it is only part of the full deﬁnition.
Add on the following statement, “so long
as those suggestions and instructions do
not violate our ethics, morals and values.” This is important to understand as
a hypnotist cannot control or dominate
another person.
While “willpower” is part of conscious mind; our ethics, morals and
values are part of the subconscious.
Hypnosis can only bring about change
so long as the client is willing to accept
the suggestions and instructions as given
by the hypnotist.
Imagine for a moment that a lady is
in her car. Though the car is running, she
has it in neutral gear. Is she in control of
the car? Yes. Is the car running? Yes. Is
the car doing anything besides running?
No. Consider this to be the conscious
mind when someone is in hypnosis. Consciously aware but in neutral—making
no judgments.
Now let’s image that a hypnotist
begins to push the car. The hypnotist can
push the car slowly or very quickly. Can
the lady put on the brakes and stop the
car? Yes. She can always resume control
should she be uncomfortable with what
is happening to the vehicle. On the other
hand, if the hypnotist pushes the car,
she can allow it to roll. What happens if
the vehicle should roll into a tree? The
vehicle stops. Regardless of how hard
the hypnotist pushes, the tree is stronger
than the hypnotist...and the car just stays

where it is. This tree represents her ethics,
morals and values.
While television and movies represent hypnosis as a stupor-like state where
the person is being dominated by the
hypnotist, the reality is far from that.
When in hypnosis, people are typically aware of what is being said and
what is going on in the immediate area.
Further, people can emerge themselves
from hypnosis at any time, i.e. a need
to go use the bathroom. While people
often comment on how relaxed they feel
upon emerging, they generally retain full
memories of the experience.
(You MUST ﬁnish reading this article!)
So what exactly do we do with hypnosis? Let’s go with a simple answer as
the full answer itself would take pages.
Generally speaking, a hypnotist gives
“Direct Suggestion” or helps the client
with “Insight”. Sometimes both approaches are used and sometimes not.
Most people are familiar with Direct
Suggestion, in which the hypnotist simply
gives the client instructions. For example,
a suggestion to help someone lose weight
might go like this: “And though you enjoy
eating sweets like candy and ice cream,

you ﬁnd that simply eating a bite or two
of these things is all you care to have. The
rest can be put away and enjoyed another
day.” Of course, before all this is said, the
client has entered hypnosis and is ready
to receive the instructions.
The above is what we sometimes see
in movies and on television. The client is
relaxed, possibly laying back in a recliner
and simply listening to the hypnotist. So
long as the instructions are acceptable to
the client, they are accepted and inﬂuence the client’s behavior.
The next thing a hypnotist can do
is help the client achieve “Insight”. This
is quite different. Let’s say the hypnotist
sees a pattern of eating when the client
is under stress. While the hypnotist will
give some Direct Suggestion to break
this cycle, getting the client to see the
connection and where the pattern began
is Insight. For example, using hypnosis
here, the hypnotist has the client access
old memories. Doing this, it is learned
that the client started this stress response
behavior as a child. Momma always said,
“Here, eat something. It will make you
feel better.” The client continues to follow
this advice even today as an adult. Using
hypnosis, the client now sees the causal-

ity to the compulsions to eat and snack
when under stress. With this knowledge,
the adult mind of the client easily breaks
the connection in realizing that eating
until overweight was not what momma
really meant.
(Nothing is more important
than understanding this article!)
When we gain contrary insight, our
thoughts are forced to change and reconsider. This change can very easily alter our
behavior. And when someone is dealing
with issues, hypnosis is a wonderful tool
to help someone change.
So really, hypnosis is not that mystical at all. And the more we understand
what it is, what it can do and what it
cannot do, the more we realize it is safe
and effective.
(And now that you have read the
article, your programming is complete.
You are totally under my power and
will cluck like a chicken any time I say
the word “Fuzzywuzzy!)
For more information about hypnosis,
contact john and Karen Foy at Triad
Hypnosis, located in Clemmons, NC.
336-764-5601. www.triadhypnosis.com.
See ad on page 21.
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everlasting
wealth
by Gary A. Scott

T

20

he way individuals react was
described as a “human reactionary path” by the famous
psychologist, Abraham Maslow in
his book, The Organism. Maslow
Gary A. Scott and Ma
stated that we all have a “needs hierarchy” and move through six steps in life if given a chance
to progress.
The ﬁrst step in this hierarchy is to take care of our physical needs, the second is to gain security. After these two levels,
the third step focuses on social needs before progressing to the
fourth step of acknowledgement and ﬁnally to self-realization.
Most people in the modern world have reached at least the third
or fourth step. Yet at times when stress creates a dimension of
threat, we revert back to security issues.
We can look at modern lifestyles and habits to see this
phenomenon, and seeing this offers ways to improve our business and investing. This especially relates to recreation and
relaxation.
As the world becomes a busier place, there is more stress.
Stress is threatening and in a fast society we look for fast ways
to relax as well. For example, the nature of man craves the
peace and quite of nature, but desires action and adventure as
well. This means that today there is an expanding market for
adventure recreation.
A perfect example of how this plays into the marketplace
is typiﬁed in a USA Today article entitled “Rafting that stretches
boundaries”. The article was accompanied by a picture of a
woman doing yoga on a cliff, deep in the woods overlooking
rushing rapids. The article told how yoga-whitewater rafting
tours are becoming a rage.
Six companies now offer yoga-themed trips in terrain as
diverse as the Sawtooth Mountains of Idaho to the tropical
highlands of Fiji. Adventure and inner peace. They are related
and they sell. Go to Google and search those words ‘yoga
whitewater rafting’. You will be surprised!
Cocooning is also growing and offers opportunity in businesses and investments that deal with items ranging from home
entertainment, to comfortable beds for relaxation without going out. The home offers a safe place and as stresses grow the
need for that feeling of security increases. People are feeling
increasingly vulnerable and threatened by orange alerts, natural
disasters and things like the fact we can’t eat ﬁsh more than
once a week.
Our culture has so much stimulation from the daily grind
of trafﬁc and work, that the ability to come home to a sanctuary
is very stress relieving and relaxing.
The home is one place where we can control our environment. Any product that gives us greater control is likely to
offer potential business and investing success. Services such as
broadband internet connections, TiVo and DVD let us watch the
movies without the irritations of expensive popcorn and crowds.
Plus we do not have to burn expensive gas to get there.
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This added control reaches the car as well. Apple iPods shut
out the noise of the outside world. Vehicle guidance systems
show us where we are. Satellite radio services let us listen to
what we want on the way.
Some of the business and investment winners to date include restaurant-style kitchens, luxury spas, baths with steam
rooms, whirlpools and heated ﬂoras, big-screen TV home
theaters and high-speed connections such as a cable modem
or DSL.
Home ofﬁces are sanctuaries for business people. They
provide safety from invasions, whether by computer viruses or
terrorists and lower gas costs through cyber commuting.
Home entertainment is a sanctuary that keeps kids and
family safe. The growth in home relaxation is possible in part
because technology allows the home to offer space, relaxation
and safety. One can now have work, entertainment and even
rapid communication with the outside world right at home.
Anything that helps people slow down and stay at home
may be good such as home delivery of anything: games, movies,
or any entertainment in the home may be a big winner.
So what type of investment vehicle makes sense? Shares
are obviously one option. Research shares in companies that
manufacture such goods.
One company to check out is Tomkins Industries, a leading
engineering company listed on the London Stock Exchange.
They own Lasco Bath Products, the largest manufacturer of
bath units in the USA. They sell one in every four baths in the
states and offer a unique steam bath shower combo. I am recommending this from the consumer end as we installed one of
their steam bath condo units in our new home and love it!

Details about both their ADR and London share price
are at http://www.tomkins.co.uk/docs/investor/overview.
jsp. You can buy the London shares from the international
division of the Danish Jyske Bank. Details are available at
FISCHER@jyskebank.dk
The trend for top of the line appliances and kitchen wares
is strong as well. The following companies that manufacture
high-end kitchen products could beneﬁt from this trend.
Sub-Zero - www.subzero.com
Wolfrange - www.wolfrange.com
Viking - www.vikingrange.com
Dacor - www.dacor.com
BSH Home Appliances Corporation - Gaggenau and
Thermador - www.thermador.com.
A number of these businesses are privately owned so share
investments won’t work. In this case look at investing in a business that retails or installs this level of products.
Business and investing fashions and trends come and go,
but the need for relaxation and recreation are here to stay. Look
for businesses and investments that are in tune with our need
to get rid of stress. You will be in tune with a powerful investing
and business trend that is sure to grow.
This is a relaxing way to enjoy everlasting wealth!
Gary A. Scott is an internationally known economist, having
lived and worked on every continent. He is the author of 35
global economic books and reports and conducts courses in
NC and Ecuador on "How to Earn Anywhere in the World".
Visit: www.garyascott.com.
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S

erving medicine for dinner may not seem terribly appetizing, but most cultures traditionally eat much of their
medicine. It may not be a coincidence that nature has
provided so many of our medicinal needs in the form of delicious herbs.
The next time you add a pinch of this or that, consider that
you are doing far more than ﬂavoring your meal. In previous
“Know Your Herb” articles we’ve highlighted many familiar
kitchen herbs and spices mentioned as medicines. For example,
ginger relieves pain and headaches, garlic is “nature’s antibiotic” and beneﬁts your heart and ginger and turmeric, two of
the main ingredients in curry powder, improve liver function.
Almost every cookbook is ﬁlled with recipes that rely on herbs
for ﬂavor. Once you decide to make herbs part of your diet,
you can start by choosing recipes that use the herbs your body
needs most.
Herbs and spice are a great way to add ﬂavor to your food
without adding extra sodium. But knowing what spices to use
can be confusing. Follow the tips below:
•Start with 1/4 teaspoon for four servings and increase to
your taste.
•Add fresh herbs and spices near the end of cooking.
•Use less spice or herbs if dried.
•Don’t use more than three spices at a time.
Herbs and spices have been used to treat various diseases
and ailments for thousands of years. There is now much renewed
interest in these alternative medicines, with many new medicinal uses coming to light. For the purpose of this article, both
spices and herbs will be referred to as herbal remedies.
First, what are herbs and spices? Spices are derived from
the roots, bark, buds and fruit of plants. Herbs are usually
taken from the leaves of various plants. Both of these retain
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their potency for long periods if they are
stored properly.
Both herbs and spices are excellent
antioxidants, which work to neutralize attacks made by free radicals against the body.
Spices also contain phytonutrients, which may
prevent the mutation on healthy cells into cancerous cells.
A great advantage that the use of herbal remedies have over commercial drugs is the reduced side effects,
since the concentration of active ingredients is much lower. It
should be noted that individuals who suffer from various allergies, children and women who are pregnant or nursing should
always have a consultation with a physician before using any
type of herbal treatment.
Some herbal remedies have the same active ingredients as
those used in commercial drugs. Medical herbalism is thriving
today in the United States and around the world, using whole
plants to treat whole person. However, Just as consuming too
much food product can carry health risks, herbs should be
used with moderation. Whatever form they take, herbs are no
substitute for a balanced diet.
With the use of herbal remedies increasing, and new information in the press regarding complementary and substitute
therapies, it is ever more vital to know the indications and side
effects of herbal supplements, as well as likelihood of interacAlthough there are hundreds of different herbs and spices
used for health purposes, some of the more common ones are
listed below, along with their uses.
GARLIC - Garlic is one of the most widely used herbal medicines. It is a strong weapon against infection and a natural antibiotic. It has been found to reduce cholesterol and high blood
pressure and is sometimes used to treat yeast infections.

LEMONGRASS - is a natural antiseptic and can
help relieve aches, pains and may even aid in
digestion.
MARJORAM - has been used historically in
tea form to provide relief from colds, coughs,
headaches, nervous disorders and sinus congestion. Marjoram’s fragrant and calming qualities
contain some mild anti-oxidant and anti-fungal
properties.
CHAMOMILE - Chamomile is often used as
a tea for its mild sedative effects. It is also
used to soother digestive ailments and
to reduce fever. It may also be applied
topically to soothe skin irritations and
diaper rash.

It is also used to reduce cholesterol and relieve constipation.
CILANTRO - is useful in reducing ﬂatulence, bad breath, easing digestion and soothing aching joints.
CLOVES - Cloves act as a wound antiseptic by killing harmful
bacteria. It is also used to treat indigestion and diarrhea. Cloves
also acts as a deterrent to free-radical damage to the body.
ROSEMARY - Rosemary is another herbal remedy that calms
the digestive system. Rosemary is very high in calcium, a mineral known to calm the nerves, and it has been used to treat
headaches and low moods.
TURMERIC - This spice has been used to treat arthritis, dysentery
and heart disease. It is also believed to lower the risk for certain
cancers by attacking free radicals.

NUTMEG - A common household spice,
nutmeg is a natural stimulant to the cardiovascular system. It is also used to relieve
the joint inﬂammation associated with gout.
This spice should be used carefully since large
doses can be toxic. It is not to be used by pregnant women or
children as a herbal remedy.

CAYENNE (RED PEPPER) - Cayenne may be taken or used topically. It contains capsaicin, a substance which is also used as
an active ingredient in many commercial pain medications.
Cayenne also aids in digestion.

THYME - This spice may also be used as an antiseptic agent
when crushed and applied to clean cuts and abrasions. As a
tea, it calms the stomach and can reduce the pain of menstrual
cramps. Thyme may also be used as a treatment for colds.

OREGANO - Used to relieve various respiratory problems,
oregano may also relieve digestive upset and yeast infections.

GINGER - Ginger has many medicinal uses. It is a very effective
treatment for motion sickness’s and general nausea. It is also
use to treat menstrual cramps and the nausea associated with
chemotherapy.The thermoregulatory properties in ginger helps
regulate metabolism and therefore aid in weight loss.
SAGE - This herb is used as a remedy for colds, sore throat and
other respiratory ailments, as well as urinary tract problems. It
has been used to control some symptoms of diabetes.
FENUGREEK - Fenugreek is used by many women who suffer
from the symptoms of menopause--hot ﬂashes, night sweats, etc.

GOLDEN SEAL - This is a powerful detoxiﬁer and is used to
relieve sore throat, gum inﬂammation and yeast infections.

LICORICE ROOT - Licorice root is a remedy to relieve menopausal symptoms. In some instances, it has been found to have
as much effect as hormone replacement therapy in women.
SAFFRON - Studies have shown saffron to be instrumental in
destroying the cancer cells that cause leukemia.
CURCUMIN - Curcumin is being studied as a treatment for
HIV, the virus that causes AIDS.
For more information, contact Wendy Evensen of Sadie's Herbal
Garden, located at 8406 Hwy 158 (Main St) in Stokesdale,
NC. Or call 336-644-SOAP, or visit sadiesherbalgarden.com
See ad on page 14.
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The Healing Potential of

Holotropic Breathwork™

A
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nthropologists note that in most with whatever is arising.
It is important to note that memocultures throughout history peoples have used an array of methods ries associated with trauma are neither
to experience non-ordinary or Holotropic repeated nor re-visited in Holotropic
states of consciousness. Ranging from Breathwork sessions. Events that have
Christian prayer to Buddhist meditation; been recorded in the body’s cellular
from the Native American sun-dance structure, but not fully experienced,
to African trance-dancing; from Hindu processed, or integrated, have become
yoga to Islamic suﬁsm; from Shamanic trapped within. Hence the same behavdrumming to Mesoamerican ritualistic iors, caught in an ever-repeating cycle,
plant usage, these methods, used in sa- continue until the trapped aspect has
cred “set and setting,” were designed to been completely addressed and resolved
honor the world in which people lived. at all applicable levels of consciousMore importantly, these ways were con- ness. Holotropic Breathwork provides
sidered essential to life and necessary for opportunity for the completion of those
healing, right-minded decision-making, unresolved memories.
H o l o and creating
tropic Breathcommunity.
"Holotropic Breathwork typically leaves
work typically
From the
participants with profound inner peace, a l e av e s p a rGreek words
holos and tre- deeper sense of wholeness and a stronger ticipants with
relationship with the world around them." profound inpein, Holoner peace, a
tropic literally
deeper sense
means moving
of
wholeness
and
a
stronger
relationship
toward wholeness. Holotropic Breathwork therefore is a simple, yet powerful with the world around them. After sysform of self-exploration, spiritual devel- tematic work, facilitators have observed
opment and profound cellular healing. participants break out of depression and
Based on those ancient wisdoms, the pro- other ailments, reduce their dependence
cess initiates a restorative healing strategy on medications, and become healthier as
from deep within the psyche. Uniquely, the internal cellular stresses created with
in Holotropic Breathwork sessions, each trapped viewpoints are released.
Stanislav Grof, M.D. is generally
participant is in complete control of the
entire process. The encouragements are considered to be the leading authority on
to be willing to explore the unknown, consciousness research. He founded the
surrender to the unfolding, and cooperate International Transpersonal Association

When a non-ordinary state of consciousness is engaged with an open mind
and no agenda, the psyche seems to select the experience that is
most important to bring to the surface at that time.
and with his wife Christina developed Holotropic Breathwork
and founded the Spiritual Emergence Network
A researcher, initially at Prague University in Czechoslovakia then at Johns Hopkins University in the United States
of America, Stanislav Grof, M.D. was one of many scientists
from around the world charged with conducting clinical trials
on the newly discovered substance LSD-25 (diethyl amide of
d-lysergic acid). After use of LSD became available publicly,
safety of the “set and setting” was severely compromised, and
substance use became illegal in the United States. Grof, after
witnessing unprecedented physical and emotional healing from
thousands of clinical trials, set about researching for a natural
replacement. Holotropic Breathwork was the result of those
years of research
When a non-ordinary state of consciousness is engaged
with an open mind and no agenda, the psyche seems to select
the experience that is most important to bring to the surface at
that time. As if an inner radar had been triggered, the experience that emerges could not have been predicted or planned.
Invariably it turns out to be the most relevant and effective for
the participant. Like an internal triage, the Holotropic process
selects the most urgent, the next most signiﬁcant aspect to
experience. This embracing vision offers hope to those who

have experienced many modalities and therapies without any
measured success. Holotropic Breathwork, free to access any
part of the spectrum of consciousness, brings us to the cutting
edge of our own evolution, zeroing in on surfacing issues
To our western mindset proposing that we have the potential to heal ourselves seems lofty, and yet that is the suggestion
religious texts, and indigenous wisdoms have provided us, in
a variety of formats, for thousands of years. Now, the most
recent discoveries from consciousness research are bringing
to the foreground a unique, new paradigm called Holotropic,
both afﬁrming and conﬁrming these ancient wisdoms. Data
from scientiﬁc disciplines, including a broad array of the new
sciences, are offering us a fresh world-view in which the perspective shifts beyond the intellectual individual to encompass
a broader, universal potential uniting body with mind and
spirit, thus offering unprecedented learning for living life fully
and completely.
For information about Holotropic Breathwork, call Julie Lapham,
Ph.D., director of the Themis Institute at 336-379-1000. See ad
on page 12.
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E

veryone
needs time
for themselves—a time
to relax and destress from the
overburdened
lives most of us
lead. We seem
to over-schedule
ourselves and
our children—too
busy to enjoy the
simple daily pleasures like playing with the kids or spending quality time with friends. It is in these
simple daily pleasures that the heart and
spirit ﬁnd joy and are refreshed. Vacations
and weekends can provide us with time
to relax (if we let them), but what about
the work weekdays when we’re caught
up in the “rat race”.
It is essential to start the day with
some kind of spiritual practice/exercise.
Whether it be meditation, yoga, Tai Chi,
or energetic exercise, these practices help
one “set the tone”, de-stress, and be able
to cope with whatever comes our way.
This is also a good time to start thinking
of how how to empower ourselves to be
able to move through emotional blockages or traumas.
Emotional blockages, be they abuse,
abandonment, fears, problems with relationships, etc., are what hold most people
back in their development. Many of these
emotional traumas go back to early childhood and beyond.
Emotions are energy! They come in
three steps:
1) Acknowlegement—honoring and
validating feelings
2) Expression—Expressing feelings
(alking, journaling, drama) without
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Beating
Stress

harming yourself
or others
3) Processing the emotional energy—This
3rd step is where
people get stuck,
unless they have
spiritual practice
to process this
emotional energy at the heart
chakra. We all
know someone
who has no problem expressing their
anger, but the anger keeps recycling and
never diminishes in intensity.
Traditional psychotherapy-psychiatry
works only at the intellectual level, unable to get to the deeper emotions. Only
by processing the emotional energy can
the person release these deep-seeded
emotional blockages. This is all about
empowering the individual so they can
transform and heal their lives.
What does processing emotional
energy have to do with stress and relaxation? A true spiritual practice can
do both. By releasing old (emotional)
energy blockages, the chakras balance,
the heart chakra opens, and the person’s
life force energy can ﬂow unimpeded and
directed in more productive pursuits! This
empowers the person to reach their true
potential as their energy is directed in
passion, vision, and intention.

Relaxation
Exercises
You Can Do
at Home

Neil Cooper DOM is a 4th Level Master Teacher and Lineage Holder of
the”Between Heaven & Earth Training”.
This lineage of Japanese Reiki Masters
is the only one teaching this specific
combination of spiritual practices in this
country. See ad on page 11.

Physiological Changes During Supermemory Sessions
Compared to TM.
Supermemory Concert:
Slow Baroque Music
• Alpha Brain Waves Increase by
an average 6%

Transcendental Meditation:
Reciting a Mantra
• Alpha brain waves increase

• Beta Brain Waves Decrease by
an average 6%

Relax

While You Learn

• Theta Brain Waves unchanged

• Some increase in Theta

• Pulse slows down by an average
of 5 beats per minute

• Decreases signiﬁcantly with a mean
decrease of 5 beats per minute

• Blood Pressure:
Drops slightly (4 divisions of the
mercury column on average)

• Blood Pressure:
Tendency to decrease with
intermediate ﬂuctuations

• Awareness:
Relaxed concentration

• Awareness:
Restful alertness

There are many ways to rest and relax ranging from yoga to exercise to meditation.
Now you can add learning while listening to certain types of music to this list.

O

ne of the world’s great educators
of this century was Dr. Gregori
Lozanov of Bulgaria who discovered that we can “have our cake and eat
it too.” We can be relaxed and mentally
alert at the same time. Good feelings
of relaxed alertness can be brought
on by certain types of music. By using
these rhythms Lozanov transformed the
educational system of the Eastern Bloc as
described in the book, Superlearning.
Certain types of music can help the
human body use its energies more efﬁciently and this explains a seemingly
strange phenomenon that Lozanov found.
People gained relief from health problems
while learning because they were in a
state of genuine relaxation.
Genuine relaxation is a state of
expanded consciousness, very different
from hypnosis, and studies comparing
Transcendental Meditation (TM) and
genuinely relaxed learning show why.
TM is one of the meditation methods scientiﬁcally researched in the West
and has been shown to relieve inner
tensions, lower blood pressure, provide
stress control, and improve physical and
emotional health.
Certain Baroque music appears to do
the same and in some ways better. Here
is what the studies showed:

You can read a free report on why you can gain health beneﬁts and relax as you
learn better at http://www.NaturalTriad.com/FreeReports.html
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Saltwater
Cowgirl

Catching a Wave at 50
By MayCay Beeler

F

or my 50th Birthday, I’ve run away to camp! Not the
traditional kind where one voluntarily ingests scores of
s’mores, but the extreme kind where one unwillingly
inhales swells of seawater!
Oprah says 50 is the new 30—so I decided to see if I could
pass muster in an arena typically reserved for the young(er). To
mark my half century milestone, I traded-in my normal roles
as Mom/Airplane Pilot/Flight Instructor for that of Saltwater
Cowgirl by running away to Central Florida’s Surf School. Actually, I didn’t run away, I ﬂew myself away in my ﬂight student’s
airplane (with his blessing) to a water escape that promised a
birthday adventure like none other!
Come to think of it, this isn’t such a wild departure for me
after all. Because once the decision was made to do this, I was
ﬂooded with memories of my preteen years. Back then, I actually had a framed picture of GIDGET hanging in my bedroom!
Gosh, I had almost forgotten how I had admired Sally Field in
her adorable TV role as a surﬁng sweetheart. And now, decades
later, I am ﬁnally reacquainting myself with the image I once
found so appealing. Could Gidget’s image of the teen surfer
girl—and mine of the middle-aged action Mom—somehow
meld in the middle? Is this even possible considering the only
surﬁng I’ve ever done has been on the net?
The idea that inspired this personalized birthday bash theme
of “ﬂygirl turns 50 catching a wave” came from my cousin
in San Diego and a bigwig in Hollywood. A recent business
trip to Southern California gifted me with the opportunities
to revisit a cousin for the ﬁrst time in 30 years, and meet a
ﬁlm editor of the infamous Seinfeld series. Cousin Teddy, the
little boy I remembered as a towheaded kid, is now a 40 year
old athletic blonde suntanned hunk straight out of a Malibu
postcard. He waxed poetic about his cliché California Beach
Boy lifestyle. Living minutes from the surf, he rises early every
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glorious morning, dons a wetsuit, grabs some
java and his surfboard to catch the waves before starting his workday. My jaw dropped at
the mere idea of it all, along with the sight of
the idyllic Paciﬁc he calls his backyard. And his
life as a real life Beach Boy—wow, I didn’t know
grown-ups actually did that sort of thing! The surﬁng
sounded intriguing, but what really sold me on it was
that ﬁlm editor. When I was departing LAX, fate sat me next
to this Hollywood director on the Boeing 757 that would carry
us east. As it turned out, he, too, lives on the beach—and he,
too, loves to surf. But that’s where the similarities with Cousin
Teddy end. This Californian was middle-aged and not exactly
the athletic type. You’d never guess he could ﬁt into a wetsuit
let alone catch a wave.
He talked passionately about the great physical demands of
the sport and the worthwhile spiritual rewards. And that’s when
the light bulb went off. Out of the blue I decided I’d head for
the blue (ocean) for my 50th birthday celebration.
While many middle-agers prefer to ignore birthdays, I
wanted to do something special to mark this milestone. A
chronic illness had once prompted a doctor to warn me I may
not be around to turn 50. The fact that I’m still here and thriving is reason enough to do something extreme in celebrating
the big 5-O.
Immediately after landing back in Greensboro, I researched
surﬁng schools on the Internet and decided on the longest running surﬁng school on the East Coast: Central Florida Surf School
in Ft. Pierce, FL. It specializes in teaching females students by
female instructors. This I ﬁnd appealing. In fact, when I learned
that my 40-something surﬁng instructor, Lisa Mead, is a former
Wall Street Diva (having traded-in a lucrative white collar job for
the no-collar type in a sandy ofﬁce where dolphins leap for joy
and the business attire is a wetsuit), I felt an immediate bond.
I liked her spunk. If she represents the epitome of the surfer
girl-woman, then hers is one sorority I want to pledge. She had
been introduced to the world of surﬁng through past boyfriends.
While they have come and gone, she says her passion for surﬁng
has a staying power that’s hard to beat. The ocean is one place
where “the natural beauty is so abundant there is no denial of
a greater creator,” Lisa says. “It’s a spiritual experience.”
“Older women,” Lisa explained, “are the fastest-growing
group of people learning to surf”. Who knew? They are discovering the spiritual side of this challenging sport, and the surprising

gifts hidden in catching a wave.
Like many who have lived to the half century mark, my life
has been the full rainbow. Having managed to keep my head
above water in the occasional turbulent seas of my personal
journey, I’ve ridden the crashing waves of grief and sorrow
through the loss of my parents, have fought a life-altering disease, been laid-off from a job, have known the overwhelming
peaks and valleys of marriage and parenting, and basked on
the crests of unimaginable joys and success. And through it
all, after nearly drowning in the array of emotions, I’ve learned
to breathe with the realization: we make our own way in this
world. If you want something, you must claim it and make it
happen. I knew it was up to me to make this birthday a special
one. So in search of my self and surf, I decided to try-on the
role of Saltwater Cowgirl.
Unusually rainy weather in Florida delayed my trip down.
Surﬁng lessons were postponed, and persistent nasty storms kept
me and the light plane I would ﬂy grounded in Greensboro.
While I waited for the weather pattern to shift, shark attacks
ﬁlled the news.
Three of them on the Florida Gulf coast—I would be surfing the Atlantic. But as fate would have it, one night while
I was surﬁng with the TV remote, a show on “Shark Attack
Survivors” featured previous attacks on the very Florida beach
where I would attend surf camp—Ft. Pierce Inlet State Park.
The program also stated that a beach located a mere 3 miles
from there is known as the “shark attack capital of the world”.
Oh joy. While this got my attention it didn’t sway my desire to
surf. As Helen Keller wrote, “Life is either a daring adventure
or nothing at all.”
The day of my daring adventure arrived on an early August
Saturday, under bright blue Florida skies, with hot temperatures,
balmy ocean waters, and 2 foot seas. Perfect surf conditions
for beginners. I joined 13 other would-be surfer girls (the average age around 23) in camp that day. Our instructor, Lisa, ﬁrst

lectured us about safety: how the greatest dangers in surﬁng
are threefold: 1- being hit by your own board; 2- being hit by
someone else’s board; and ﬁnally, 3- having a close encounter
with a sea creature. Yes, she admits, sharks are occasionally
around. But the recent attacks (elsewhere) were due to swimmers being near bait ﬁsh. Lisa discussed how to protect our
heads in a wipe-out and other tips on how to manage the surf
board sans injury. And speaking of surf boards, are those puppies ever long! Mine was a 10 footer that resembled a kayak
in size! The toughest part of the whole adventure was carrying
that mother from the beach to the parking lot! It was heavy
and awkward…but a long board is a must for a beginner, so a
girl does what a girl’s got to do. After practicing proper body
positioning on our boards on the beach, it was time to get wet
and get this party started.
I would learn soon enough that surﬁng is incredibly aerobic
and requires lots of upper body strength. Lying on the board, you
paddle out to sea before turning back to face the shore to catch
the wave in. Then, at the magic moment, you must push-up
with your arms, springboard to your feet in a strategic position
to carefully balance yourself upright to ride the wave in. Lots of
trial and error to get the feel of this oceanic ballet—but loads
of fun. In addition to feeling the demanding aerobic exertion,
I was aware of some strain on my lower back and neck (from
holding chin up off the board while paddling). I wondered if my
younger surf sisters felt the same. One fellow camper paddled
by and we exchanged a euphoric knowing glance of “this is so
cool!” That’s when I admitted: “gee- I’m already tired, ”and she
responded, “oh, that’s too bad!” Her words could have stung
this newly 50 year-old, but I decided they were spoken out of
youth and not mean-spiritedness.
Lisa was joined by 2 other instructors in the water to coach
us surfer girls in. We’d paddle out to them, ﬂoat around, wait
our turn for our instructors to help position, prompt and push
us to catch the waves. They’d shout “Ready?” On cue, we’d
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prop ourselves up on our hands in a prone position, with toes
pointed down on the board, and on the count of 3 we’d spring
up and make like a surfer and head for shore.
For the most part, all went pretty well for me. But one really
bad wipe-out scared me silly, nearly stealing my two-piece suit,
leaving me underwater upside-down with my head dragging the
sandy bottom. I swore a tidal wave was pounding overhead. I
remember wondering if I’d ever resurface when my surf board
(attached to my ankle by a cord) found me and clobbered me
back to reality. I sat on the beach for 10 minutes afterwards to
catch my breath and readjust my dishevelled swimsuit before
entering the surf again. And am I ever glad I did. Because on
that very next try, I managed to half way get up on the board and
ride a wave for a brief but glorious moment. It was heaven.
The hours passed quickly. Before I knew it my surf camp
session had come to an end. The experience had been a worthwhile one—and deﬁnitely the most unique birthday celebration of my life. Very ﬁtting for the big 5-O. Two words sum it
up: exhausting and exhilarating. The warm surf was medicinal
and soul- soothing. To me, surrounding myself with nature
has always felt spiritual, but this experience was even more
so because I had pushed myself beyond my comfort zone to
something new and foreign to me. It felt good.
Reviewing the big picture of how this new role of Saltwater
Cowgirl ﬁts into my life, I could see how the crest and crashing of waves relate to the highs and lows of life…how after the
wave crashes, that very water is sent back to sea to rejoin the
ocean for a brand new wave to eventually form again…new
beginnings….new creations…at 50 I am reinventing myself…
I am reminded of my favorite ideology by Guillaume Apollinaire:
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“Come to the edge” Life said.
They said, we are afraid.
Come to the edge Life said.
They came,
It pushed them, and they ﬂew!

MayCay Beeler is a freelance commercial pilot, ﬂight instructor and FAA aviation safety counselor. She is also a journalist,
on-air TV personality, as well as Mom to a teenage son.

Top 10 Reasons

To Exercise In The Morning!

I

f I had to pick a single
factor that I thought
was most important
in a successful exercise
or weight loss program,
it would be to exercise
ﬁrst thing in the morning—every morning!
Some mornings, you may
just be able to ﬁt in a 10
minute walk, but it’s
important to try to
do something every
morning.
So why mornings?...
1. Over 90% of people who exercise consistently, exercise in
the morning. If you want to exercise consistently, odds are in
your favor if you exercise ﬁrst thing in the morning.
2. When you exercise early in the morning, it “jump starts” your
metabolism and keeps it elevated for hours, sometimes up to
24 hours! That means you’re burning more calories all day long
just because you exercised in the morning!
3. When you exercise in the morning you’ll be energized for
the day!
4. Many people ﬁnd that morning exercise regulates their appetite for the day— that they aren’t as hungry and that they
make better food choices. People say it puts them in a “healthy
mindset.”
5. If you exercise at about the same time every morning, and
ideally wake-up at about the same time on a regular basis,
your body’s endocrine system and circadian rhythms adjust to
that. Physiologically, some wonderful things begin to happen;
A couple of hours before you awaken, your body begins to
prepare for waking and exercise because it “knows” it’s about

to happen. Why? Because it “knows” you do the same thing just
about everyday. You beneﬁt from that in several ways..
a) It’s MUCH easier to wake-up. When you wake-up at different times everyday, it confuses your body and thus it’s never
really “prepared” to awaken.
b) Your metabolism and all the hormones involved in activity
and exercise begin to elevate while you’re sleeping. Thus, you
feel more alert, energized, and ready to exercise when you do
wake-up.
c) Hormones prepare your body for exercise by regulating
blood pressure, heart rate, blood ﬂow to muscles, etc.
6. For many people, that appointed time every morning becomes something they look forward to. It’s time they’ve set
aside to do something good for themselves—to take care of
their body, mind, and soul. Many ﬁnd that it’s a great time to
think clearly, pray, plan their day, or just relax mentally.
7. Research has demonstrated that exercise increases mental
acuity. On average it lasts four to ten hours after exercise! No
sense in wasting that brain power while you’re sleeping.
8. Exercise ﬁrst thing in the morning is really the only way to
assure that something else won’t crowd exercise out of your
schedule. When your days get hectic, exercise usually takes a
back seat.
9. If ﬁnding time to exercise is difﬁcult, anyone can get up 30
to 60 minutes earlier to exercise (if it’s a priority in your life). If
necessary, you can go to sleep a little earlier. Also, research has
demonstrated that people who exercise on a regular basis have
a higher quality of sleep and thus require less sleep!
10. You’ll feel GREAT! DO IT!
Author and exercise physiologist, Greg Landry, offers free,
unique, weight loss and ﬁtness articles and his “Fast and Healthy
Weight Loss” Newsletter at his sitehttp://www.Landry.com
copyright 2004 by Greg Landry, M.S
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Sustainable Hot Water
(Courtesy of the Sun and Your Government)

W

hat do we owe the next generation? An equal shot at
life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness? “Sustainability” can be deﬁned as “The ability of the current
generation to carry out its activities without compromising the
ability of future generations to carry out theirs.”
In the context of energy, dependence on any system that
depletes natural resources inevitably leaves future generations
high and dry. To achieve sustainability, we must transition from
our current fossil fuel-based energy systems to ones that rely
on renewable resources. The most basic renewable resource is
the sun. So how do we do this? How do we learn to live off
sunlight rather than off coal, petroleum, and natural gas?
One of the easiest and most cost-effective ways to get started
is to install solar domestic hot water. And this is about to become even more cost-effective, because the federal government
is getting ready (as of Jan. 1, 2006) to pay you to do this—our
state (NC) government has for some years now been paying
people to do this. In short, you become eligible to receive a
double set of tax credits. More about that later. First, what’s a
solar hot water system?
A solar domestic hot water system typically includes one
or two solar water-heating panels mounted on your roof, positioned in such a way that the panels are optimally exposed to
sunlight—generally, this means that the panels are facing south.
These panels are connected, via some piping, to a water storage
tank—sometimes this can be the same tank that you normally

use for hot water heating, but generally it’s a special-purpose
storage tank with a heating element included. In addition, there
are some controls and other hardware to make things work
right. Cold water from your house goes up one pipe into the
solar panel(s), gets heated there by the sun, then returns to the
storage tank via another pipe. The idea is that the sun’s energy
pre-heats the water that goes into your hot water storage tank,
which means that your hot water tank works less hard to heat
your water—in fact, much of the time it doesn’t do any work
at all.
The thoughtful reader is perhaps wondering what happens when the sun doesn’t shine. Where’s the backup? Under
cloudy or extremely cold conditions, the heating unit in the
storage tank temporarily takes over the water-heating task. Fortunately, even under somewhat cloudy conditions, the panels
can absorb a signiﬁcant amount of heat. In summary, the sun
is doing most—possibly all—of the water heating, rather than
using electricity or natural gas to do it.
Why is this good? It means that you are consuming less
electricity, which is typically produced from non-renewable and
highly polluting coal, or you are consuming less natural gas,
which again is non-renewable (although not nearly as polluting as coal). Both coal and natural gas are fossil fuels—to burn
them is to deplete resources. And using less fossil fuel means
less air pollution, so we all breathe better.
Any problems with this? Well, you might have so many

Body
Philosophy
Massage & Bodywork
for Women

TAG WOODS
Licensed Massage & Bodywork
Therapist ~ NC # 874

High Point & Kernersville area
~ by Appointment Only ~

992.6135
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Swedish Massage
Preconception Massage
Prenatal Massage
Postpartum Massage
Newborn & Infant
Massage Classes
DOULA
HypnoBirthing ® Classes
Pregnancy Belly Casting

Join
Sustainability can be deﬁned as
“The ability of the current generation
to carry out its activities without
compromising the ability of future
generations to carry out theirs.”

shade trees that you lack the necessary exposure to the sun. And
some people don’t like the appearance of panels on the roof.
Also, it costs between $4000 and $5000 to purchase a good
system and have it installed by a professional. Many people
don’t have this kind of money up-front. Fortunately, the last
problem—the money problem—can be cut in half.
The State of North Carolina offers a 35% tax credit for the
installation of solar domestic hot water. The federal government now offers a 30% credit for such systems, but requires
that you take any state credits ﬁrst. So, for example, if you put
up a $4500 hot water system, you could, by utilizing the dual
tax credits, reduce your actual system cost from $4500 to approximately $2200—that’s less than half the original cost! By
the way, at current electricity prices, your system could pay
for itself in approximately 5 years, after which the savings are
pure gravy. Imagine what happens if electricity (or natural gas)
prices increase.
Employing the sun’s energy for hot water heating was one
of humankind’s earliest uses of solar power. It remains one of
the easiest and most economical steps down the path towards
sustainable living. And even government is helping.
For information on the federal tax credit, visit: www.seia.
org/getpdf.php?iid=21.

Earth Fare & Natural Triad
Saturday, November 12
10 AM-4 PM
at Earth Earth Fare in Greensboro
for

Healthy Happy
Holidays
Spend the day with us and learn
how to have a stress-free and
enjoyable holiday season.
• There will be free cooking demonstrations
on preparing healthy holiday favorites.
• Free chair massages
• A Free workshop on maintaining
ﬁnancial health during the holidays
• And MANY more surprises.
See the November issue of Natural Triad
for more details

For information on the North Carolina tax credit, visit:
www.dsireusa.org/.
For more information, contact Peter Kauber, Guilford Solar
Communities Program, 1602 Pepper Hill Road, Greensboro,
NC 27407, 336-852-879, pkauber@triad.rr.com.
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BodyBurden
I

n a study led by Mount Sinai School of
Medicine in New York, in collaboration with the Environmental Working
Group and Commonweal, researchers at
two major laboratories found an average
of 91 industrial compounds, pollutants,
and other chemicals in the blood and
urine of nine volunteers, with a total of
167 chemicals found in the group. Like
most of us, the people tested do not work
with chemicals on the job and do not live
near an industrial facility.
Scientists refer to this contamination
as a person’s body burden. Of the 167
chemicals found, 76 cause cancer in humans or animals, 94 are toxic to the brain
and nervous system, and 79 cause birth
defects or abnormal development.
The blood and urine from the nine
volunteers were tested for 210 chemicals that can be divided into seven basic
groups. Of the chemical groups tested,
the most prevalent were those contained
in 24 classes of semivolatile and volatile chemicals, with 78 detected. These
classes include well-known industrial
solvents and gasoline ingredients, such as
xylene and ethyl benzene, that are used in
a variety of common products like paints,
glues, and ﬁre retardants.
The laboratory found 48 PCBs in the
nine people tested. PCBs were banned in
the United States in 1976 but are used in
other countries and persist in the environment for decades. Their most common
use was as an insulating ﬂuid in electrical capacitors and transformers, vacuum

pumps, and gas-transmission turbines.
Lead was found in all 9 participants,
and mercury was found in 8.
Health professionals are not trained
to link health problems to an individual’s
chemical exposure, but it is increasingly
evident that background exposures to
industrial chemicals and pesticides are
contributing to a portion of the steady
increase in some health problems in the
population.

What can you do?
Some exposures to pesticides and
industrial chemicals are unavoidable.
Persistent pollutants, some banned for decades, still contaminate the environment
and end up in the food we eat, the water
we drink, and the air we breathe.
Yet even exposures to persistent pollutants can be reduced through a varied
diet that contains fewer meat and high
fat dairy products. Other chemical exposures, like toxic substances in household
cleaners, can be avoided altogether.
Some simple tips for reducing exposures
to industrial chemicals are:
• Eat fewer processed foods, which
often contain chemical additives.
• Eat organic produce. It’s free of pesticides and preservative chemicals.
• Don’t microwave food in plastic
containers, use glass or ceramics.
• Run your tap water through a home
filter before drinking. Filters can
reduce levels of common tap water
pollutants.
• Eat fewer meat and high fat dairy
products, which contain higher levels
of some pollutants.
• Reduce the number of cosmetics
and other personal care products
you use, which can contain harmful
chemicals and can be sold with no
safety testing.
• Avoid artiﬁcial fragrances.
• Don’t use stain repellants on clothing, bedding or upholstery.
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• Reduce the number of household
cleaners you use. Try soap and water
ﬁrst.
• Avoid using gasoline-powered yard
tools—use manual or electric tools
instead.
• Avoid breathing gasoline fumes
when you’re ﬁlling your car—sit inside the car, for instance.
• Eat seafood known to be low in
PCB and mercury contamination,
including wild Alaska salmon and
canned salmon. Avoid canned tuna
- it contains mercury.
Particularly if you’re pregnant, try
to follow the tips listed above. Is there
someone in your household who can
take over using household cleaners and
pumping gas while you’re pregnant? Eat
canned salmon instead of canned tuna.
Paint the baby room well before you
conceive. Don’t use nail polish, which
contains chemicals linked to birth defects
in laboratory studies.

BodyBurden

The Pollution in Newborns
A benchmark investigation of
industrial chemicals, pollutants and
pesticides in umbilical cord blood
In the month leading up to a baby’s
birth, the umbilical cord pulses with the
equivalent of at least 300 quarts of blood
each day, pumped back and forth from
the nutrient- and oxygen-rich placenta to
the rapidly growing child cradled in a sac
of amniotic ﬂuid. This cord is a lifeline between mother and baby, bearing nutrients
that sustain life and propel growth.
Not long ago scientists thought that
the placenta shielded cord blood — and
the developing baby — from most chemicals and pollutants in the environment.
But now we know that at this critical
time when organs, vessels, membranes
and systems are knit together from single
cells to ﬁnished form in a span of weeks,

the umbilical cord carries not only the
building blocks of life, but also a steady
stream of industrial chemicals, pollutants
and pesticides that cross the placenta as
readily as residues from cigarettes and
alcohol. This is the human “body burden”
— the pollution in people that permeates
everyone in the world, including babies
in the womb.
In a study spearheaded by the Environmental Working Group (EWG) in collaboration with Commonweal, researchers at two major laboratories found an
average of 200 industrial chemicals and
pollutants in umbilical cord blood from
10 babies born in August and September
of 2004 in U.S. hospitals. Tests revealed a
total of 287 chemicals in the group. The
umbilical cord blood of these 10 children,
collected by Red Cross after the cord was
cut, harbored pesticides, consumer product ingredients, and wastes from burning
coal, gasoline, and garbage.
This study represents the ﬁrst reported
cord blood tests for 261 of the targeted
chemicals and the ﬁrst reported detec-

tions in cord blood for 209 compounds.
Among them are eight perﬂuorochemicals used as stain and oil repellants in
fast food packaging, clothes and textiles
— including the Teﬂon chemical PFOA,
recently characterized as a likely human
carcinogen by the EPA’s Science Advisory
Board — dozens of widely used brominated ﬂame retardants and their toxic
by-products; and numerous pesticides.
Of the 287 chemicals we detected
in umbilical cord blood, we know that
180 cause cancer in humans or animals,
217 are toxic to the brain and nervous
system, and 208 cause birth defects or
abnormal development in animal tests.
The dangers of pre- or post-natal exposure
to this complex mixture of carcinogens,
developmental toxins and neurotoxins
have never been studied.
Reprinted with permission from the Environmental Working Group, anon-proﬁt,
non-partisan organization. To download
the complete 83 page report, visit www.
ewg.org.
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hronic pain...headaches...fertility problems...epilepsy,,,
incontinence...high blood pressure. Conventional medicine often doesn’t work—at least, not well enough —in
treating these relentless, frustrating health problems.
Searching for better answers, Americans have opened their
minds to biofeedback, acupuncture, meditation, and hypnosis
—all once considered part of “fringe” or alternative medicine.
Today, these medical therapies are so well-used—and wellresearched—that they have gained respect from top health
institutions like the National Institutes of Health, the World
Health Organization, and others.
It’s not that patients have quit conventional treatments.
But these therapies can be used to boost the effects of western
medicine. Talk to your doctor. Maybe you should try it. Keep
an open mind, and ﬁnd a good practitioner. You might be surprised at the results.
Here's a quick review of the four therapies mentioned
above:
Biofeedback: Sounds like science ﬁction? It’s actually good
medicine. Biofeedback is helping many gain control over
common health problems like migraines, attention deﬁcit hy-

peractivity disorder, epilepsy, diabetes, high blood pressure,
and incontinence.
In fact, biofeedback is barely considered alternative
medicine today, says Steven Baskin, PhD, director of the New
England Institute for Behavioral Medicine in Stamford, Conn.
Baskin is also president of the Association of Applied Psychophysiology and Biofeedback.
Biofeedback has won approval from a top watchdog group
—the American Health Care Policy Review board, Baskin says.
The board conducted an exhaustive review of all reports on
biofeedback as treatment for common and difﬁcult-to-treat
disorders like epilepsy and migraines. “That group gave biofeedback a Grade A effectiveness rating, the highest level,”
Baskin says.
What Exactly is Biofeedback? Biofeedback is a self-training,
mind-over-body technique developed in the 1940s. It’s entirely
legitimate, and it works. For example, a migraine sufferer may
be able to train her body not to have migraines or to lessen
the headaches’ severity. Amazing, but true. It’s a method in
which you consciously control a body function that normally
is regulated automatically by the body like skin temperature,
heart rate, or blood pressure.
Here’s what happens: You wear sensors on your head and
elsewhere to let you “hear” or “see” certain bodily functions
like pulse, digestion, body temperature, and muscle tension.
The squiggly lines and/or beeps on monitors reﬂect what’s going on inside your body. It’s similar to watching a heart monitor
in action.
Then you learn to control those beeps and squiggles. After
a few sessions, there’s no need for sensors or monitors. “Your
mind trains your biological system to learn the skills,” Baskin
says.
Biofeedback is not hard to learn. People have learned
to control blood pressure, brain activity, bowel and bladder
problems, digestion, muscle tension, nausea, heart rate, even
sweat glands. Among the uses today:
Meditation: Most Americans aren’t raised to sit and say “Om.”
But meditation has gained millions of converts, helping them
ease chronic pain, anxiety, stress, improve heart health, boost
mood and immunity, and resolve pregnancy problems.
Any condition that’s caused or worsened by stress can be
alleviated through meditation, says cardiologist Herbert Benson,
MD, well known for three decades of research into the health
effects of meditation. He is the founder of the Mind/Body
Institute at Harvard Medical School’s Beth Israel Deaconess
Medical Center.
“The relaxation response [from meditation] helps decrease
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metabolism, lowers blood
pressure, and improves
heart rate, breathing, and
brain waves,” Benson says.
Tension and tightness seep
from muscles as the body
receives a quiet message
to relax.
There’s scientiﬁc evidence showing how meditation works. In people who
are meditating, brain scans
called MRI have shown an
increase in activity in areas
that control metabolism and heart rate. Other studies on Buddhist monks have shown that medication produces long-lasting
changes in the brain activity in areas involved in attention,
working memory, learning, and conscious perception.
The soothing power of repetition is at the heart of meditation. Focusing on the breath, ignoring thoughts, and repeating
a word or phrase —a mantra —creates the biological response
of relaxation, says Stan Chapman, PhD, a psychologist in the
Center for Pain Medicine at Emory Healthcare in Atlanta.
“Meditation is not difﬁcult to learn,” Chapman says. “You
don’t need to see a therapist 40 times to learn it. But like tennis, it’s a skill. You need to practice. In time, people develop
the ability to produce these meditative, very relaxed states very
quickly. When they meditate several times during the day, they
become more relaxed during the entire day.”
Acupuncture: It’s a mystery and a miracle: An acupuncture
needle inserted in the pinkie toe changes a breech baby’s position in the womb. How is this possible?
Ever since the 1970s, when this ancient Chinese tradition
debuted in the U.S., Western researchers have sought to understand the phenomenon of acupuncture.
But the American public hasn’t waited for the scientiﬁc
answers. Growing numbers have sought out acupuncturists for
chronic health problems—when conventional medicine either
hasn’t worked nor has answers. According to the 2002 National
Health Interview Survey, an estimated 8.2 million American
adults have used acupuncture—an impressive number considering only an estimated 2.1 million American adults had used
acupuncture in the year before.
Acupuncture is used as an adjunct treatment or an acceptable alternative to treat an ever-growing list of disorders:
addiction, stroke, headache, menstrual cramps, tennis elbow,
ﬁbromyalgia, osteoarthritis, low back pain, carpal tunnel syndrome, asthma, infertility, pregnancy problems, dental pain,
and side effects from cancer treatment.
“The applications for acupuncture are endless … people
use it for sports injuries, for their emotional well-being, for
everything,” says Peter Wayne, PhD, director of research at the
New England School of Acupuncture.
Recent advances in technology have helped unlock the
biological mysteries of this 2,000-year-old medical practice.
Researchers are closer to understanding how an acupuncture
needle can subtly adjust the body’s tissues, nerves, and hormones. The NIH and World Health Organization have both

given formal approval of certain uses of acupuncture.
Hypnosis: No one knows exactly how hypnosis works, but
scientists have theories. Hypnosis helps change our expectations. When a suggestion is made during hypnosis, the mind
gains control over the body. Focus your attention on an image
that blocks the perception of pain, for instance, and you feel
less pain. Your subconscious has grabbed hold of that message,
replaying it time and again.
Research from Harvard Medical School and other institutions is showing evidence that hypnosis is indeed a process of
mind over body. Studies are documenting the physiological
changes that occur under
hypnosis—activating certain
parts of the brain, including
the portion that focuses attention.
Hypnosis seems to block
nerve receptors in the brain,
Oster says. Those receptors
control sensations of pain,
anxiety, and discomfort. In
fact, studies have shown pain
related to cancer, surgery,
back injuries, and migraines
responds well to hypnosis.
Hypnosis has been
blessed by many mainstream medical institutions, says Oster,
who heads the American Society of Clinical Hypnosis. In 1958,
the American Medical Association ofﬁcially recognized hypnosis as a form of treatment. The American Psychology Association
has endorsed hypnosis for a number of years. In 1995, the NIH
announced its support of hypnosis for cancer pain and other
pain conditions.
Growing numbers of insurance companies, including
Medicare, have begun covering hypnosis therapy for pain or
posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). In other therapeutic situations, doctors often don’t bill separately for hypnosis; they
consider it part of psychotherapy.
(Editor's note:For a more in-depth look at hypnosis, turn
to page 18.)
Written by Jeanie Lerche Davis, staff writer for WebMD. Content
reviewed by Brunilda Nazario, MD. More information about
these topics may be found at webmd.com
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or over 50 years of my life I’ve been
in physical pain—now known as
ﬁbromyalgia. I wanted to share with
you and your readers a treatment that
has totally eliminated my pain, in hopes
that someone else may be helped sooner
than I was.
In recent years the pain had progressed until, in October of 2001, I was
considering taking disability leave from
my job as faculty member of a local uuniversity. In December of 2001, I requested
to be put on medical leave, rather than
disability, as I could no longer function
well enough to do my job, but hated to
admit to having a disability that easily
could become permanent. By February
of 2002, my symptoms of extreme pain,
particularly in my hands and feet were totally debilitating. It required over an hour
for me to get out of bed and walk. I would
roll out on the ﬂoor and crawl around
ﬁrst, until I could stand, and ﬁnally walk. I
had severe “ﬁbro-fog”, often not knowing
what I was supposed to be doing or where
I was driving (unless I had a yellow “sticky
note” on the sun visor with my ultimate
destination. My husband had to quit his
job to care for our horse farm and me, and
was on the verge of a breakdown from
this. I had even contemplated suicide,
although I love life, and just could not

accept that there was no help for me.
Arthritis medications prescribed, as well
as over-the-counter pain killers did no
good, and gave me stomach pains. The
only medicine that seemed to deaden the
pain was a codeine preparation, which
also deadened what was left of my sensibilities and consciousness.
For years I was under the care of
many medical doctors, pain clinics,
and even sports medicine clinics. I had
been prescribed Motrin, Celebrex, and
Wellbutrin, for either the ﬁbromyalgia
or arthritis (which I also have), but none
lessened the ﬁbromyalgia pain. I also tried
glucosamine, shark cartilage, and several
other vitamin/holistic approaches, and
read every book in the public library on
the topic. I had been on Medline, Pub
Med, and every website I could ﬁnd on
ﬁbromyalgia and/or arthritis, including
the immune system ones, seeking something to relieve the pain. While being
treated for two separate injuries, I pleaded
with the four physical therapists I saw for
suggestions to relieve ﬁbromyalgia pain.
I think the worst treatment of all was the
attitude that “it was all in my head” and
I needed psychiatric help.” Fortunately,
the psychiatrist did not concur, but if he
had, I would have sunk into a catatonic
state of immobility and severe depression,

Massage
Therapy

The Professional Massage Therapy Program at
GTCC’s High Point Campus offers:
• North Carolina Board approved Massage and Bodywork
Therapy Program
• 625-hour Professional Training Certification
• Student Massage Therapy Clinic
• Small classes with limited enrollment
• Day and Night classes offered. Starting dates vary
throughout the year.
• Continuing Education for the Professional Massage Therapist

For more information, call Wayne Saville, LMBT,
NC Lic #8
Director of Massage Therapy Department
(336) 454-1126 or (336) 334-4822 ext. 4133
High Point

Greensboro

www.gtcc.edu/coned/massage_therapy
or just log onto www.gtcc.edu -- click on "Quick Links" and scroll to Massage Therapy
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Day and Night
Classes Offered

Starting dates vary throughout the
year. Call for more information.

Now Accepting
Applications!
CEU Classes
Judith Walker-DeLany’s
Neuromuscular Therapy
Training Program
(Classes may be taken in any order)

Please call for more
information on CEU Class

Biotone Lotion is now
available at the GTCC Bookstore
located on the High Point campus.
Contact Kathy or Terry at
(336) 454-1126, ext. 4110 (High Point)
(336) 334-4822, ext. 4110 (Greensboro)

Bowen
Therapy

for it was being suggested that I was purposely sabotaging my career, marriage,
and entire life.
I was determined not to be the way
I was, in bed and non-functional, for the
rest of my life, so I discussed my ﬁbromyalgia with everyone I talked to in hopes
that they might know someone or something to help. Finally, my attorney referred
me to two of his friends who had been
treated for ﬁbromyalgia at the McKeithan
Pain Treatment Center in Winston-Salem,
and who were considerably improved.
One had come all the way from Newport News to be treated, so, after talking
with them, I scheduled an appointment,
thinking I had nothing to lose but time
and money, neither of which mattered
in comparison with my pain. By then I
had been on medical leave without pay
for 2.5 months, and the “rest cure” was
not working.
This new treatment consisted of a
combination of a form of Bowen Therapy
known as Neurostructural Integration

A
True Story
of
Pain
and
Recovery

Technique (NST), and rigorous coaching
for breakthrough, with various highlyfocused action assignments to break
the emotional/muscular programmed
interaction that had been in place for
so long. In laymen’s terms, it was a form
of Bowen therapy, which seems to reset
ones muscles to their original functioning
level, accompanied by a type of what I
would have to call dynamic psychological therapy, although, as a Licensed Practicing Psychologist, I was not a believer
in any type of psychodynamic therapies.
In other words, I brought my biases as
a trained psychologist to the sessions,
and did not believe the therapy would
work, which I felt totally negated the
placebo effect from occurring! In spite
of my negative bias, by about the third
session, I notice that I could get out of
bed in 15 minutes, not one hour, and it
took much less time to start to move. I
could walk farther than I had been able
to in months.
I started with six basic sessions in
a two-month period. I then had three

follow-up sessions in June, July and
October in which my fears of and challenges to the new, pain-free way of being
were addressed. I was afraid that when I
returned to work full time in mid August,
the symptoms would return, due to the
increased physical demands on me and
increased stress. They did not.
Since last fall, I have been totally
pain-free. I am no longer debilitated and
can ride my horses and wrestle with the
foals and yearlings on our horse breeding farm. I take no pain medications of
any type. Since I now have access to the
causes of my pain, I can prevent its return.
This spring, not only have I taught full
time, but took a sick faculty member’s
classes as an overload, maintained my
animal research lab, directed a graduate
student’s thesis, attended to all of the general professional responsibilities associated with my job, and am now preparing
two new grant proposals for submission
to governmental granting agencies. In
addition, I am able to help my husband
with our 16 horses, delivering foals, and
raising, showing and selling horses, etc. I
still tire easily when running after horses,
but that is due to my long period of total
inactivity and is improving daily.
But I am pain free!! Unless you have
suffered as I did, you do not know how
much this means! I hope you will consider investing the time to learn more about
Bowen therapy and to pass this story on
to anyone who may suffer with pain.
—Susan Schumacher, Ph.D,
Winston-Salem, NC
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It's Tea Time

G

reen tea.
This healthful tea
can be a drink or a
cooking ingredient but, either way, research shows
green tea offers important health beneﬁts.
A substance in green
tea has been found to
halt a speciﬁc stage in the
cancer process more effectively than current cancer drugs
do, according to a recent study discussed
at an international research conference
sponsored by the American Institute for
Cancer Research this past summer.
In Asia, where green tea consumption is high, its regular intake is associated
with lower risk of cancers of the breast,
colon and several other types of cancer.
Throughout Asia, green tea is used in
many types of cooking. In China, loose
green tea leaves are toasted in a wok
before adding other stir-fry ingredients.
In Japan, green tea is used in many commercial products like tea cakes, and many
Japanese make a soup with green tea that
is often served at the end of a meal or as
a late-night snack.
The temperature of the water can affect a tea’s ﬂavor as much as the quality
and amount of tea used. The higher the
water temperature, the more bitter and
astringent the tea can be. When brewing high quality green tea, water should
always be below boiling.
Never boil the water in an aluminum
pot, or steep the tea in pots or cups made
of plastic or aluminum, which badly affect the taste.

October is Breast
Cancer Awareness
Month, a good time
to think of green
tea when choosing a
beverage. The following
mixture can be used as
a dip or spread.
Green Tea Dip &
Spread
3 green tea bags
1 cup reduced-fat cream cheese or ricotta
(room temperature)
2 Tbsp. ﬁnely-minced fresh chives or
basil leaves
Place tea bags in a heat-proof glass or
ceramic container that holds more than
1 cup. Bring 1 cup of water to just below
the boiling point, remove from heat immediately and pour over tea bags. Allow
the tea to steep 3 to 5 minutes.
Remove tea bags, squeeze out liquid
and discard. Cool tea to room temperature. If not using immediately, refrigerate
(covered) until ready to use. (Allow refrigerated tea to come to room temperature
before using.)
Place cheese and minced herb in a
blender and mix on medium-high speed
to incorporate herbs into the cheese and
produce a smooth mixture.
Gradually add small amounts of the
tea concentrate until the mixture is as
spreadable as desired.
Transfer the mixture to a covered
container and refrigerate for at least an
hour. Bring back to room temperature
before using, either as a spread for toast
at breakfast; a spread for crackers or sandwiches; or as a dip for vegetables.
Makes 18 tablespoons.
Per serving: 31 calories, 2 g. total fat (1 g.
saturated fat), 1 g. carbohydrate, 1 g. protein, 0 g. dietary ﬁber, 39 mg. sodium.
The American Institute for Cancer Research (AICR) offers a Nutrition Hotline
online at www.aicr.org or via phone 9
am-5 pm Monday–Friday, at 1-800-8438114.
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Why Schools Should Ban
Genetically Modified Foods From Their Cafeterias

B

efore the Appleton, Wisconsin high school replaced
their cafeteria’s processed foods with wholesome,
nutritious food, the school was described as
out-of-control. There were weapons violations,
student disruptions, and a cop on duty full-time. After the
change in school meals, the students were calm, focused,
and orderly. There were no more weapons violations,
and no suicides, expulsions, dropouts, or
drug violations. The new diet and
improved behavior has lasted
for seven years, and now other
schools are changing their meal
programs with similar results.
Years ago, a science
class at Appleton found
support for their new
diet by conducting
a cruel and unusual experiment with
three mice. They fed them the junk food that kids in other high
schools eat everyday. The mice freaked out. Their behavior was
totally different than the three mice in the neighboring cage.
The neighboring mice had good karma; they were fed nutritious whole foods and behaved like mice. They slept during the
day inside their cardboard tube, played with each other, and
acted very mouse-like. The junk food mice, on the other hand,
destroyed their cardboard tube, were no longer nocturnal,
stopped playing with each other, fought often, and two mice
eventually killed the third and ate it. After the three month
experiment, the students rehabilitated the two surviving junk
food mice with a diet of whole foods. After about three weeks,
the mice came around.
Sister Luigi Frigo repeats this experiment every year in her
second grade class in Cudahy, Wisconsin, but mercifully, for
only four days. Even on the ﬁrst day of junk food, the mice’s
behavior “changes drastically.” They become lazy, antisocial,
and nervous. And it still takes the mice about two to three
weeks on unprocessed foods to return to normal. One year, the
second graders tried to do the experiment again a few months
later with the same mice, but this time the animals refused to
eat the junk food.
Across the ocean in Holland, a student fed one group of
mice genetically modiﬁed (GM) corn and soy, and another
group the non-GM variety. The GM mice stopped playing with
each other and withdrew into their own parts of the cage. When
the student tried to pick them up, unlike their well-behaved
neighbors, the GM mice scampered around in apparent fear
and tried to climb the walls. One mouse in the GM group was
found dead at the end of the experiment.
It’s interesting to note that the junk food fed to the mice in
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the Wisconsin experiments also contained genetically modiﬁed ingredients. And although
the Appleton school lunch program did
not speciﬁcally attempt to remove GM
foods, it happened anyway. That’s because
GM foods such as soy and corn and their
derivatives are largely found in processed
foods. So when the school switched to
unprocessed alternatives, almost all
ingredients derived from GM crops
were taken out automatically.
Does this mean that GM foods
negatively affect the behavior of
humans or animals? It
would certainly be
irresponsible to say
so on the basis of
a single student
mice experiment
and the results at Appleton. On the other hand, it is equally
irresponsible to say that it doesn’t.
We are just beginning to understand the inﬂuence of food
on behavior. A study in Science in December 2002 concluded
that “food molecules act like hormones, regulating body functioning and triggering cell division. The molecules can cause
mental imbalances ranging from attention-deﬁcit and hyperactivity disorder to serious mental illness.” The problem is we do
not know which food molecules have what effect. The bigger
problem is that the composition of GM foods can change radically without our knowledge.
Genetically modiﬁed foods have genes inserted into their
DNA. But genes are not Legos; they don’t just snap into place.
Gene insertion creates unpredicted, irreversible changes. In one
study, for example, a gene chip monitored the DNA before and
after a single foreign gene was inserted. As much as 5 percent
of the DNA’s genes changed the amount of protein they were
producing. Not only is that huge in itself, but these changes can
multiply through complex interactions down the line.
In spite of the potential for dramatic changes in the composition of GM foods, they are typically measured for only a
small number of known nutrient levels. But even if we could
identify all the changed compounds, at this point we wouldn’t
know which might be responsible for the antisocial nature of
mice or humans. Likewise, we are only beginning to identify
the medicinal compounds in food. We now know, for example,
that the pigment in blueberries may revive the brain’s neural
communication system, and the antioxidant found in grape
skins may ﬁght cancer and reduce heart disease. But what
about other valuable compounds we don’t know about that
might change or disappear in GM varieties?

Consider GM soy. In July 1999, years after it was on the
market, independent researchers published a study showing that
it contains 12-14 percent less cancer-ﬁghting phytoestrogens.
What else has changed that
we don’t know about? [Monsanto responded with its own
study, which concluded that
soy’s phytoestrogen levels vary
too much to even carry out a
statistical analysis. They failed
to disclose, however, that the
laboratory that conducted
Monsanto’s experiment had
been instructed to use an
obsolete method to detect
phytoestrogens results.
In 1996, Monsanto published a paper in the Journal
of Nutrition that concluded
in the title, “The composition of glyphosate-tolerant soybean
seeds is equivalent to that of conventional soybeans.” The study
only compared a small number of nutrients and a close look at
their charts revealed signiﬁcant differences in the fat, ash, and
carbohydrate content. In addition, GM soy meal contained 27
percent more trypsin inhibitor, a well-known soy allergen. The
study also used questionable methods. Nutrient comparisons
are routinely conducted on plants grown in identical conditions
so that variables such as weather and soil can be ruled out.
Otherwise, differences in plant composition could be easily
missed. In Monsanto’s study, soybeans were planted in widely
varying climates and geography.
Although one of their trials was a side-by-side comparison
between GM and non-GM soy, for some reason the results were
left out of the paper altogether. Years later, a medical writer
found the missing data in the archives of the Journal of Nutrition and made them public. No wonder the scientists left them
out. The GM soy showed signiﬁcantly lower levels of protein,
a fatty acid, and phenylalanine, an essential amino acid. Also,
toasted GM soy meal contained nearly twice the amount of
a lectin that may block the body’ s ability to assimilate other
nutrients. Furthermore, the toasted GM soy contained as much
as seven times the amount of trypsin inhibitor, indicating that
the allergen may survive cooking more in the GM variety. (This
might explain the 50 percent jump in soy allergies in the UK,
just after GM soy was introduced.)
We don’t know all the changes that occur with genetic
engineering, but certainly GM crops are not the same. Ask
the animals. Eyewitness reports from all over North America
describe how several types of animals, when given a choice,
avoided eating GM food. These included cows, pigs, elk, deer,
raccoons, squirrels, rats, and mice. In fact, the Dutch student
mentioned above ﬁrst determined that his mice had a two-toone preference for non-GM before forcing half of them to eat
only the engineered variety.
Differences in GM food will likely have a much larger impact on children. They are three to four times more susceptible
to allergies. Also, they convert more of the food into body-

building material. Altered nutrients or added toxins can result
in developmental problems. For this reason, animal nutrition
studies are typically conducted on young, developing animals.
After the feeding trial, organs are weighed and often studied
under magniﬁcation. If scientists used mature animals instead
of young ones, even severe nutritional problems might not be
detected. The Monsanto study used mature animals instead of
young ones.
They also diluted their GM soy with non-GM protein 10- or
12 fold before feeding the animals. And they never weighed
the organs or examined them under a microscope. The study,
which is the only major animal feeding study on GM soy ever
published, is dismissed by critics as rigged to avoid ﬁnding
problems.
Unfortunately, there is a much bigger experiment going
on one which we are all a part of. We’re being fed GM foods
daily, without knowing the impact of these foods on our health,
our behavior, or our children. Thousands of schools around the
world, particularly in Europe, have decided not to let their kids
be used as guinea pigs. They have banned GM foods.
The impact of changes in the composition of GM foods is
only one of several reasons why these foods may be dangerous.
Other reasons may be far worse (see http://www.seedsofdeception.com).
With the epidemic of obesity and diabetes and with the
results in Appleton, parents and schools are waking up to the
critical role that diet plays. When making changes in what kids
eat, removing GM foods should be a priority.
©2004 Jeffrey M. Smith, author of Seeds of Deception
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T

he path to better health and
lower blood pressure may
be paved with cobblestones.
When people over 60 walked on
smooth, rounded cobblestones
for just a half-hour a day over four
months, they signiﬁcantly lowered
their blood pressure and improved
their balance, a study showed.
Behavioral researchers from
the Oregon Research Institute
investigated the health effects
of cobblestones after observing
people exercising and walking
back and forth over traditional
stone paths in China.
“We noticed in several cities
we visited that people were walking on cobblestone paths, and
people were standing on them, and
sometimes dancing on them, doing
weight-shifting,” said John Fisher,
who led the study at the institute in Eugene.
“We thought if we could scientiﬁcally measure it, we could
see if there were health beneﬁts,” he said.
The results surprised Fisher and his fellow researchers,
who expected to see some general improvement in health but
also saw blood pressure drop measurably among the volunteers
during the 16-week study.
“It’s very provocative,” said Dr. David Ellison, the chief
hypertension expert at Oregon Health & Science University in
Portland. “If they had done it over two years and lost 10 pounds
I might be less surprised,” Ellison said. “To do it that quickly
- it’s certainly dramatic.”
The researchers in Eugene simulated the rounded, river
rock cobblestones with a specially designed mat that was 6
feet long and 1 1/2 feet wide. Some of the test subjects walked
in their bare feet, others wore socks.
They were compared with a control group who simply
walked for an hour, three times per week. The results were
published recently in the Journal of the American Geriatrics
Society.
Nearly all the 108 volunteers in the study said they felt
better after the exercise. But only the half who walked the
cobblestones showed signiﬁcant improvement in balance,
measures of mobility and blood pressure, Fisher said.

He said the cobblestone
walking paths are common in
China, where traditional medicine
teaches that the uneven surface of
the stones stimulate “acupoints”
on the soles of the feet. The theory
is much like acupuncture, suggesting that distant and unrelated
areas of the body are linked together at certain points and can
be stimulated to improve physical
and mental health.
Although cobblestone-walking is rooted in centuries of Chinese tradition, no controlled
scientiﬁc studies had been done
to evaluate its potential beneﬁts
and effectiveness until recently,
Fisher noted.
Fay Horak, an Oregon Health
& Science University neurophysiologist who specializes in balance, said the study is evidence that ﬁnding ways to maintain
mobility and balance can delay and even prevent the effects
of aging. “I’m not surprised that working on balance improved
balance,” Horak said. “There’s a lot of evidence that shows no
matter who you are, it improves if you challenge it.”
The body relies on two complex methods to maintain balance - the vestibular system in the inner ear and the somatosensory system that connects skin and muscles, Horak said.
Normally, people depend on the somatosensory system for
about 70 percent of their balance control, and 30 percent on
the inner ear. But when the surface is uneven or unstable, the
body switches reliance to the vestibular system and relies on it
for about 70 percent of balance control, Horak said.
“It could be very helpful for people who are older because
it’s common as we age to lose receptors in the vestibular system,” she said. “But by challenging people with an unstable
surface, they use the remaining vestibular system and probably
improve its function.”
Ellison, the hypertension expert, said he would like to see
a larger study to compare results but called the initial ﬁndings
were promising. “It certainly suggests there is something real
about the cobblestones,” Ellison said.

Walking on
Cobblestones
Can Be Good
for
Your Health
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—William McCall (AP, July, 2005)

Mental & Physical Relaxation
a simple

gift of life

D

o you feel like
you need a vacation but can’t
get away? Do projects,
priorities, deadlines and
duties keep you from
enjoying the valued moments of life and all that life has to offer
you? We’ve all heard these words of
wisdom, “therefore do not worry about
tomorrow, for tomorrow will worry about
its own thing.” Simply by eliminating
mental and unneeded material clutter
from your life, you can help shape your
perspective, remembering what truly matters most to you. Making effortless, little
changes in your behavior and in your
life can, at times, seem like you are on
vacation, even though you’re right here
in the moment.
Examine the following simple gifts of
life—they can bring you rest and relaxation, keep you in the present moment
and remind you to cherish the simple
joys. Starting your day with an attitude
of gratitude for your blessings vs. ‘mind
spinning’ thoughts, smelling the delicate
scent of flowers, and listening to the
sound of nature can bring an unexpected
smile to your face. A simple and amazing
way to release the stressors of your day is
to capture the beautiful colors in the sky
as you mindfully appreciate the beauty
of a sunset or sunrise; taking a walk or a
bike ride will also reduce stress. Candlelit
bubble baths while enjoying a cup of
herbal tea in your favorite china cup can
seem blissful; that moment can be even
more enhanced—simply lay back, relax
and listen to your favorite music while
taking slow, mindful tranquil breaths.
Each day, ﬁnd a quiet relaxed place
where no one will disturb you. Begin to
cultivate the habit of taking ‘me time’
allowing yourself quality time to appreciate your special traits. Taking pleasure in
the moment, letting go of what does not
beneﬁt you, will aid you in releasing nonbeneﬁcial emotional clutter and muscular
tension; that alone will bring inner peace
to you. Take time to use your imagination
—daydreaming big and boldly will help
you to create an awareness of the ﬁner
things in life. Mentally visualize or think

of a gratifying memory. Now bring into
your image all ﬁve of your senses (sight,
sound, feel, smell, and taste). Imagine
yourself being in your favorite place—experience the perfect temperature, feel
a warm breeze, notice pleasant sounds
and be sure to taste all that life has to
offer you.
Your imagination is the most powerful part of your subconscious mind—it
can turn you into anything you choose
to be and can bring clarity to your life.

A professional hypnotist
can help you to remove
mental and emotional
clutter, teach you relaxation techniques, help
you to discover and release the root cause of
your pressures so you can make desired
changes and celebrate your greatness.
Learn how to recognize and listen to
the desires of your heart. Expect success—your mental vacation is only a
telephone call away!
Polly Humphreys is a Certiﬁed Hypnotist
and is the founder of Alternative Wellness
& Beyond. Gift certiﬁcates and day and
evening appointments for pediatric and
adult hypnosis available. Call 336-9885750.
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calendar
of events
Friday, September 30
Free Vinyasa Flow Yoga Class. 5:30 pm.
This is a mixed level class open to everyone. Come and open your tie, kick off
your high heels and enjoy the experience
of letting yoga end your work week and
prepare you for the coming weekend.
The Yoga Gallery, 633 N. Trade St.,
Winston-Salem. 336-725-4119. www.
yogagallery.net

Saturday, October 1
Oktoberfest! Celebrations and food sampling all day of German beer and cheeses.
Earth Fare, the Healthy Supermarket.
2965 Battleground Ave, Greenboro, NC
27408. 336-369-0190. Full calendar of
events. www.earthfare.com

Sunday, October 2
Journey of the Spirit ~ an exploration
forum. 4-6 pm. Public welcome, featured
presenter is Carol Rauch. Born and raised
in Greensboro, Carol Rauch holds a BA
degrees in Psychology from UNC-Chapel
Hill, Music from Guilford College, and a
Masters in Liberal Studies from UNCG.
Casual group discussion begins at 5pm
with free water & soft drinks. At TwoArtChicks gallery, 609 S. Elm St, downtown
Greensboro. FREE admission & parking,
gifting accepted. For more information
visit www.triadJOS.net.

Saturday, October 8
Healing Soul Petroglyph Portraits by

Azurae Windwalker. 10 am-5 pm and
Sun 1-4 pm. Azurae Windwalker, a gifted
healer and artist, advanced her skills
in the XAT Native American Medicine
Society of Nashville in a seven-year apprenticeship. For your 40 min. appointment call 336-510-5575. Call Azurae
at 540-947-2423 for your own event or
home party.

Sunday, October 9
Restorative Yoga Workshop. 4:15-6:15
PM. Learn to relax and rest deeply. In
restorative yoga, we will use numerous yoga props to support the body in
various poses to promote relaxation and
rejuvenation. You will leave with reduced
stress & tension and will have a restored
sense of peace and calmness. Anyone can
beneﬁt from this practice, and students of
all levels should feel welcome. The workshop is limited to 10 students. Fee: $25 (or
$20 for each if paid 2 weeks prior to the
workshop.Sunrise Yoga. 6000 Meadowbrook Mall Court, Suite 28. Clemmons.
(336) 778-1233. www.SunriseYoga.net

Thursday, October 13
Kids Yoga Class. 4-5 PM. Not your typical adult yoga class! Bring your kids for a
fun-ﬁlled activity that improves their body
awareness, self-esteem, and ﬂexibility.
These classes offer a physical activity that
is non-competitive, teach how to release
energy in healthy ways, and offer quiet
time. Sunrise Yoga. 6000 Meadowbrook
Mall Court, Suite 28. Clemmons. 336-

778-1233. www.SunriseYoga.net

Friday October 14
The Garlic Festival. Friday and Saturday.
Earth Fare, the Healthy Supermarket.
2965 Battleground Ave, Greenboro, NC.
27408. 336-369-0190. Full calendar of
events, www.earthfare.com
Partner Yoga Workshop. Yoga means
union. Develop greater trust, sensitivity
and understanding as we sustain our
partners with our presence, breath, and
support through Partner Yoga. Most importantly, it is FUN! We laugh together
as we strengthen and stretch the body!
6:30 - 8:00 pm. $25 per couple. See
web site for details or email Cheryl at
cnandres@familyyoga.org. Family Yoga,
1616 E Battleground Ave, Greensboro,
272-0005, www.familyyoga.org.
Holotropic Breathwork Workshop,
Greensboro. Friday 7-10pm and Saturday
9am-8pm. Details: 336-379-1000

Saturday, October 15
Grand Opening Celebration of Jewel Day
Spa. 9 am-5 pm. Everyone is welcome
to spend the day celebrating our grand
opening. Meet our staff, tour our spa
and enjoy free mini hand massages and
free chair massages. Sample ourr teas
and desserts, and participate in our door
prize drawings. 1004 North Elm Street,
Greensboro. 336-268-9050.
Reiki Circle. 3-5 pm. Both Non-Reiki
and any Reiki practitioners welcome in
a casual, informative, “Round Robin” arrangement led by Reiki Master Teacher,
Margo Ross. Relaxing, interesting, fun
& safe! At Eclectic by Nature 408 State
St, Greensboro. Register 336-373-0733.
Love offerings accepted (suggested $1)

Sunday, October 16
"The Promise of Yoga Fulfulled". A miniretreat. 2-5:30 pm. You know how good
you feel after a yoga class? Multiply by
10: that's the effect of this relaxing, reju-
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venating introduction to Raja Yoga in a
quiet wooded setting. Hatha, pranayama,
restoratives, meditation, wisdom = major
stress relief, intense renewal. $50. Discounts for bringing friends or registering
for classes. Holistic Yoga of NW Greensboro. 855-8018.ValPutney@aol.com
Journey of the Spirit ~ an exploration
forum NEW TIME! 7-9pm. Public welcome, featured presenter is Marie Andersen-Whitehurst, ACSW, LCSW, CIH on
topic, “Angels...They are with us always
and only a thought away.” Marie is a clinical social worker in private practice. She
is a Reiki Master Teacher, hypnotherapist,
reverend for the Universal Life Church,
and much more. Casual group discussion begins at 5pm with free water & soft
drinks. At TwoArtChicks gallery, 609 S.
Elm St, downtown Greensboro. FREE admission & parking, gifting accepted. Visit
us: www.networkthelight.net/jos.cfm

Sunday, October 23
Fall Changes Retreat. 9am-4 pm. Celebrate fall’s changes through a day of
yoga, mediation and Qigong. Witness
nature’s changes unfolding by exploring the woods and meadow, or sit and
reﬂect by the pond. A delicious lunch is
included. Windsong Retreat & Learning
Center, Pittsboro, NC. Registration: www.
windsongretreat.org/calendar2005.htm
or call 919-542-2611 for information.
Cost: Suggested fee is $40 to $70.

Friday, November 4
Yoga Workshop with Swami Ramananda.
Friday and Saturday. Swami Ramananda is
the President of the Integral Yoga Institiute
in New York City and has been a greatly
respected senior teacher in the Integral
Yoga tradition for over 25 years and is a
founding member of the Yoga Alliance.
Ramanda offers modern applications of
the ancient practices of yoga in coping
with and overcoming stress, depression,
anger and anxiety. The three sections of
this workshop will focus on (chanting
and meditation) Giving a Voice to the
Heart, (yoga and the emotions) Resolv-

ing Inner Conﬂict and Painful Emotions,
and Integrating Yoga into Daily Life. For
workshop schedule and information contact, The Yoga Gallery, 633 N. Trade St.,
Winston-Salem. 336-725-4119. www.
yogagallery.net.

Saturday, November 12
Partner Yoga Workshop. Yoga means
union. Develop greater trust, sensitivity
and understanding as we sustain our
partners with our presence, breath, and
support through Partner Yoga. Most importantly, it is FUN! We laugh together
as we strengthen and stretch the body!
6:30 - 8:00 pm. $25 per couple. See
web site for details or email Cheryl at
cnandres@familyyoga.org. Family Yoga,
1616 E Battleground Ave, Greensboro,
272-0005, www.familyyoga.org.
“Healthy Happy Holidays” presented by
Natural Triad and Earth Fare. 10 am-4 pm.
Come for the day and learn how to have a
stress-free and enjoyable holiday season.
Included are free cooking demonstrations
on preparing holiday favorites, free chair
massages, workshop on “ﬁnancial” health
during the holidays and more! Loction:
Earth Fare, 2965 Battleground Ave.,
Greensboro. 336-369-0190 for info.

Explore the potential healing properties of
rhythmic drumming and vibrational healing, using voice, rattles, gongs, and bells.
Location: Windsong Retreat & Learning
Center, 2540 Seaforth Rd.,Pittsboro, NC
27312 Cost: $195 for both workshops,
or $100 for one if registered by 10/20.
After that date, $215 for both; $120 for
one.Registration:www.windsongretreat.
org/calendar2005.htm, or call 919-5422611 for information.

In the Next Edition of

Natural Nutrition
Physican Proﬁle
(ﬁrst in a series)

Product Spotlight
Making Thanksgiving
Special
and much
more!

Saturday, November 19th
Drumsong, The Art & Spirit Of Drumming. Explore the language, rhythm, and
melody of hand drumming and learn
to play drum songs of different cultural
styles. Another workshop: Drumsong
Beyond the Edge on Sunday, Nov. 20—
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ongoing
events
sunday
Dynamic Flow. 5-6:15 am. We connect
the poses with the breath to keep the
energy ﬂowing. Must have yoga experience. Family Yoga, 1616 E Battleground
Ave, Greensboro, 272-0005
Usui Reiki I Lessons. 1-3 pm. 4 Sundays
beginning Oct. 9. Must attend all 3 classes. $99/person ($89 for LEWA members
& other discounts!). Illustrated manual,
3 attunements, history & philosophies,
hand positions, guided practice, Q&A,
certiﬁcation from Reiki Master Teacher,
Margo Ross. In Greensboro. Register or
questions: margo@indigoanswers.com or
336-314-0503 at www.indigoanswers.
com

monday
Pilates. 9:30 – 10:45am. Pilates is a method of physical and mental conditioning.
This class stresses core muscle strength
through a series of exercises performed
on the ﬂoor to achieve a balanced body.
Family Yoga, 1616 E Battleground Ave,
Greensboro, 272-0005
Yoga Play. 9:30 – 10:45 am. A playful
class designed for little ones while you
attend your class. Ages 18 months to 4
years old who are comfortable being
away from their parents. Family Yoga,
1616 E Battleground Ave, Greensboro,
272-0005
Mom & Baby Yoga. 11am-12:15pm.
Bring your baby with you as you return
to yoga. Enjoy class with baby to regain
your strength and energy after childbirth.
Family Yoga, 1616 E Battleground Ave,,
Greensboro, 272-0005.
Children’s Yoga. 4-5pm. A fun-ﬁlled class
with yoga, music and movement. Children ages four to eight are welcome. **
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Children’s yoga birthday parties available
** Family Yoga, 1616 E Battleground Ave,,
Greensboro, 272-0005.
Mixed Level. 4 – 5 pm. Work at your
individual level as the teacher guides
you through a hatha ﬂow practice. Prior
experience with yoga is necessary. Family
Yoga, 1616 E Battleground Ave, Greensboro, 272-0005
Care Givers’ Connection. 6-7:30 pm.
An 8 week educational & support group
for care givers beginning Sept. 26. If you
have been struggling with feelings of guilt,
anger, anxiety, overwhelm or just lack of
support and information, this group could
make a difference for you. Find meaning
and support in a challenging journey. For
information and registration, call Judi,
Embracing Life Counseling at 351-5301
or Center for Family Wellness, WinstonSalem at 760-9355.
Intermediate Yoga. 6-7:30 pm. For students with an understanding of basic yoga
principles, the class will build stamina,
strength and ﬂexibility while alleviating
stress. Other Intermediate classes on Wed
6:00 pm, and Tues/Thurs/ 9:00 am. The
Yoga Gallery, 633 N. Trade St., WinstonSalem, 725-4119. www.yogagallery.net.
Beginner Yoga. 6:30 – 7:45 pm. A foundation class where you will learn basic
yoga poses. Appropriate for those who
are starting or re-entering their yoga
practice. Discover how yoga can increase
your ﬂexibility and concentration. Family
Yoga, 1616 E Battleground Ave, Greensboro, 272-0005.
Meditation group. 7:30 pm. Led by
Matthew Klein, Bodhisattva teacher in
the Kan Um School of Zen. Founded in
1972 by Zen Master Seung Sahn 78th
Patriarch of Chogue Order of Korean
Buddhism. Everyone is welcome. There
is no charge for this group. Sunrise Yoga
Studio, 6000 Meadowbrook Mall Court,
Suite 28, Clemmons; 778-1233. www.
SunriseYoga.net

tuesday
Intermediate Yoga. 9:30-10:45am. Yoga
at a level for those who are familiar with
traditional asanas (poses). Increase your
strength, ﬂexibility and concentration in
this class. Family Yoga, 1616 E Battleground Ave,, Greensboro, 272-0005.
Yoga for the Rest of Us. 9:30-10:30 am &
3:30-4:30 pm.Gentle/Level I classes ideal
for non-athletes and those with challenges. “The stiffer you are, the more you need
it.” Emphasis on hatha, plus pranayama,
gyana, meditation and relaxation. That’s
Holistic Yoga. Reasonable cost. Small
classes in quiet NW Greensboro studio.
855-8018; ValPutney@aol.com.
Easy Does It Yoga. 1-2:15pm. A class
designed for those desiring to work at a
slower pace. No prior yoga experience
necessary. Family Yoga, 1616 E Battleground Ave,, Greensboro, 272-0005.
Pilates. 4:30 – 5:45 am. Pilates is a method of physical and mental conditioning.
This class stresses core muscle strength
through a series of exercises performed
on the ﬂoor to achieve a balanced body.
Family Yoga, 1616 E Battleground Ave,
Greensboro, 272-0005
Prenatal Yoga. 5:30 pm. This practice
will help you to focus on and experience
your pregnancy in a deeper way. It will
help you maintain your health, and the
breath work will prime you for labor and
childbirth by training you to stay calm
when you need it most. Yoga Gallery, 633
N. Trade St., Winston-Salem. 725-4119.
www.yogagallery.net.
Prenatal Yoga. 6-7:15 pm. Prepare your
mind & body for the challenges of pregnancy & labor. This class integrates Hatha
and Kundalini yoga along with meditation
& relaxation. Family Yoga, 1616 E Battleground Ave,, Greensboro, 272-0005.
Yoga for Men. 7:30 – 8:45 pm. A beginner
introduction to yoga that runs over a 7
week class session. You will learn beginner poses, proper breathing and relaxation techniques that will be combined
into a complete workout routine. Sign-Up
required. Family Yoga, 1616 E Battleground Ave, Greensboro, 272-0005
Usui Reiki I Lessons. 7-9 pm. 4 Tuesdays
beginning Oct.11. Must attend all 3 classes. $99/person ($89 for LEWA members
& other discounts!). Illustrated manual,
3 attunements, history & philosophies,
hand positions, guided practice, Q&A,
certiﬁcation from Reiki Master Teacher,
Margo Ross. In Greensboro. Register or
questions: margo@indigoanswers.com or
336-314-0503 at www.indigoanswers.

wednesday
Prenatal Yoga. 9:30-10:45am. Also Thursday, 6 pm. Prepare your mind & body
for the challenges of pregnancy & labor.
Class integrates Hatha & Kundalini yoga
along with meditation/relaxation. Family
Yoga, 1616 E Battleground Ave,, GSO,
272-0005.
Yoga Play. 9:30-10:45 am. A playful class
designed for little ones while you attend
your class. Ages 18 months to 4 years
old who are comfortable being away
from their parents. Family Yoga, 1616 E
Battleground Ave, GSO, 272-0005
Mom & Baby Yoga. 11am-12:15pm.
Bring your baby with you as you return
to yoga. Enjoy class with baby to regain
your strength & energy after childbirth.
Family Yoga, 1616 E Battleground Ave,,
GSO, 272-0005.
Beginner Yoga. 4:30-5:45pm. Yoga at a
level for those who are starting or reentering their yoga practice. Discover
how yoga can increase your ﬂexibility
& concentration. Family Yoga, 1616 E
Battleground Ave,, GSO, 272-0005.
Easy Does It Yoga. 5:45-7 pm. A class
designed for those desiring to work at a
slower pace. No prior yoga experience
necessary. Family Yoga, 1616 E Battleground Ave, GSO, 272-0005
Intermediate Yoga. 7:15-8:30pm. Also
Thursdy 9:30 am.Yoga at a level for those
who are familiar with traditional asanas
(poses). Increase your strength, ﬂexibility & concentration in this class. Family
Yoga, 1616 E Battleground Ave,, GSO,
272-0005.
Zen Meditation Group. 7:30 pm.30
minute introduction, 30 minute meditation & 30 philosophy discussion. All are
welcome & there is no charge for this
group. The Yoga Gallery, 633 N. Trade

thursday
Therapeutic Yoga.11am–12:15pm. Classes are developed for specific issues,
needs, & individuals with AutoImmune
Diseases, such as, MS, Fibromyalgia,
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, Chronic Arthritis or Crohn’s Disease. Family Yoga,
1616 E Battleground Ave,, Greensboro,
272-0005
Easy Does It Yoga. 1-2:15pm. Designed
for those desiring to work at a slower
pace. No prior experience with yoga is
necessary. Family Yoga, 1616 E Battleground Ave,, Greensboro, 272-0005.

Intermediate (Level I/II) Yoga. For those
with a knowledge of the basics ready for
the next level. Emphasis on hatha, plus
pranayama, gyana, meditation & relaxation. That’s Holistic Yoga. Reasonable
cost. Small classes in quiet NW Greensboro studio. 855-8018; ValPutney@aol.
com. 3:30-4:30 & 6-7 p.m.

Therapeutic Yoga. 12 am – 11:15 pm. This
is a higher level class that supports those
individuals with special needs. Must
contact Donna Phillips @ 336/643-1012
to Sign-Up. Family Yoga, 1616 E Battleground Ave, Greensboro, 272-0005.

Tahitian Noni International meeting.
Held the 2nd & 4th Thursday of each
month at Panera Bread at the Cloverdale
Shopping Center (Cloverdale Ave. &
Miller St) in Winston-Salem. Everyone
Welcome! For times & more info, contact
Betty Capps, Independent Distributor at
336-788-5344 or blcapps@triad.rr.com

saturday

Healing Night. 6:30 pm. Ongoing for
8 yrs. Fee: Love offering. Reiki, Healing
Touch, toning, Energy Radiance, La Ho
Chi, light therapy....all healing modalities
welcome. 674-8008 for directions.
Pilates. 7:30 – 8:45 am. Pilates is a method of physical & mental conditioning.
This class stresses core muscle strength
through a series of exercises performed
on the ﬂoor to achieve a balanced body.
Family Yoga, 1616 E Battleground Ave,
Greensboro, 272-0005

friday
Mixed Level. 9:30 – 10:45 am. Work at
your individual level as the teacher guides
you through a hatha ﬂow practice. Prior
experience with yoga is necessary. Family
Yoga, 1616 E Battleground Ave, Greensboro, 272-0005.
Mommy & Me classes. 11 am. For new
mothers & their babies from 6 weeks oldcrawling. Gentle yoga poses are taught to
help you strengthen your body & relax
your mind. You will regain the strength
of abdominal & pelvic ﬂoor muscles, and
develop inner & outer strength. Sunrise
Yoga Studio, 6000 Meadowbrook Mall
Court, Suite 28, Clemmons; 778-1233.
www.SunriseYoga.net

Easy Does It Yoga. 9-10:15am. A class
designed for those desiring to work at a
slower pace. No prior experience with
yoga is necessary. Family Yoga, 1616 E
Battleground Ave,, GSO, 272-0005.
Yoga for Beginners. 9:40-10:40 am. & 11
am with therapeutics as needed. Introductory, step-by-step lessons for all ages
& levels of ﬁtness. Emphasis on hatha,
plus pranayama, gyana, meditation & relaxation. Holistic Yoga. Reasonable cost.
Small classes in quiet NW Greensboro
studio. 855-8018; ValPutney@aol.com.
Nia. 9:45 am. A Body-Mind-Spirit Fitness Program based on Dance, Martial
Arts, & Healing Arts. A combination of
9 unique movement forms that deliver a
safe & effective cardiovascular workout
with total body conditioning. No prior
taining necessary. The Yoga Gallery, 633
N. Trade St., Winston-Salem, 725-4119.
www.yogagallery.net
Prenatal Yoga. 10:15-11:30 am. Prenatal
yoga classes are for expecting mothers
who want to improve their quality of life
& connect with the new life inside of
them. No prior experience is necessary.
Call or visit www.sunriseyoga.net for
more information. Sunrise Yoga Studio,
6000 Meadowbrook Mall Court, Suite
28, Clemmons; 778-1233.
Intermediate Yoga. 10:30-11:45am. Yoga
at a level for those who are familiar with
traditional asanas (poses). Increase your
strength, ﬂexibility & concentration in this
class. Family Yoga, 1616 E Battleground
Ave,, GSO, 272-0005.
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COMMUNITY
resourceguide
AROMATHERAPY
C-ALTERNATIVES AROMATHERAPY
Cheryl Laudenbacher, RN, MS, AHN-BC
336-292-6846
www.c-alternatives.com
Individual holistic assessments in a relaxed home atmosphere by a sensitive
Master’s prepared RN with over 30 years
experience. Aromatherapist. Educator.
Speaker. Researcher. Clinical Specialist.
See ad on page 26.
CH-IMPORTS, LTD.
PO Box 18411
Greensboro, NC 27419
336-282-9734 - www.chimports.com
Pure and natural essential oils. Custom
blending, bottling and labeling available.
For information and samples, contact
number above.

...connecting you to the leaders in natural healthcare
and green living in our community. To ﬁnd out how you
can be included in the Community Resource Guide email
crg@naturaltriad.com

THE BODY MIND CENTER
Melanie Jones, RN LMBT
612 Pasteur Dr - Suite 208
Greensboro, NC 27403
336-834-0100
Specializing in myofascial
release, therapeutic massage, craniosacral therapy,
prenatal massage, and
Body Talk. As an RN since
1985 and now as a massage therapist, I combine
varying techniques for an individualized
sesseion. NC LMBT #199. See ad on
page 23.
BODY PHILOSOPHY
Massage & Bodywork for Women
Tag Woods, LMBT NC #874
PO Box 5473, High Point, NC 27262
336-996-6135

BOUTIQUES/GIFTS
ECLECTIC BY NATURE
408 State Street
Greensboro, NC
336-272-0010 - eclecticbynature.com
A unique shopping experience. Visit
Eclectic by Nature for incense, aromatherapy, cds, greeting cards, jewelry, crystals herbs and much more. See ad on
page 37.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
INDEPENDENT VEMMA DISTRIBUTORS
Maggie and Windell Dorman
livebetter4life@yahoo.com
336-454-6469
Complete nutritional supplement in
liquid form--more bio-available (body
ready) than pills or caplets. Approved
for 2005 Physicians Desk Reference! 30
day money back guarantee. See ad on
page 2.

YOGA CAFÉ
711 Milner Drive
Greensboro, NC 27410
336-299-1070

Practicing the healing arts
with reverence, love & faith,
with the purpose of bringing
alignment back to the individual in body, mind and
spirit—with a special focus
on the childbearing years.
See ad on page 32.

Complete Yoga Program, including Yoga
Foundations I and II, Gentle Yoga and
Yoga for all levels. Also offering massage therapy and bodywork. See ad on
page 9.

RITUAL WATERS
2718 London Lane, Winston-Salem
336-760-8474
www.ritualwaters.com

DOOLEY FAMILY CHIROPRACTIC,
PLLC - Scott S. Dooley DC & DeAnn
M. Dooley DC, 2125 Eastchester Drive,
Suite 103, High Point
www.triadchiros.com, 336-841-1507

Ritual Waters provides a unique space for
clients to experience the many beneﬁts of
therapeutic massage both physically and
mentally. Gift certiﬁcates available. See
ad on page 11.

A modern branch of Chiropractic focusing on individual potential and optimum
human performance. Affordable Chiropractic care for the entire family.
See ad on page 20.

ROLFING® STRUCTURAL INTEGRATION - Steve Green, Certiﬁed Rolfer
336-686-9800
www.RolﬁngGreensboro.com

COACHING

BODYWORK
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Rolﬁng works the soft tissues to ease
strains and imbalances in the body
caused by accident, injury, illness, and
daily activities. Where there are strains
and imbalances, there is often impaired
movement and pain. Rolﬁng restores balance, improves movement, and reduces
pain. See ad on page 35.

CHIROPRACTORS

CONVERSATIONS WITH YOURSELF
Joyce Anderson
336-282-2072
www.intuitionbyjoyce.
com
Coaching and workshops
for you to expand & apply your intuition, those
“hunches” that are right on
the mark. Intuition is the
“how to” for your journey at work, home
or play. See ad on page 39.

INDIGO ANSWERS
Margo S. Ross, Life Coach & Reiki
Master - www.indigoanswers.com
336-314-0503

SADIE'S HERBAL GARDEN
8406 US Highway 158 - Stokesdale
336-644-SOAP (7627)\
www.sadiesherbalgarden.com

Mentoring services for
business, personal, and
spiritual development. Permanent self-empowerment,
acceleration, & resource
connections in an individualized program. Retainer
contracts up to 60% off and 15+ years
experience See ad page 20.

Sadie’s has handmade herbal products
made with love and knowledge-not
chemicals and unnatural ingredients.
You will discover simple, easy and affordable ways to pamper yourself. See
ad on page 14.

COLON HYDROTHERAPY
INNERLIGHT INSTITUTE
Judith Streetman
Certiﬁed Colon Hydrotherapist
1386-D Westgate Center Drive
Winston-Salem—336-659-9620
Colon Hydrotherapy - offering healing
through wellness. Get rid of toxins that
make you feel ill, tired or weak. Call for
more information. See ad on page 22.

COURSES
REFLEXOLOGY TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION COURSE
Annie Rawleigh, Certiﬁed Reﬂexologist
336-855-7380
4 day class. Learn how to give foot, hand
and ear reﬂexology treatments, Anatomy
and chakras, Reflexology history and
theories, Energy channels and ﬂower essences, Business, ethics and marketing,
Practice giving and receiving reﬂexology
treatments. Enroll now for Nov. Sunday
classes before the Oct. 22nd deadline.
Call to receive class and registration
information.

HERBAL PRODUCTS
LIZZIE'S HERB SHOP
149 S. Main St. - Kernersville, NC
336-996-4030
The "herb lady" is a certiﬁed herbologist
and iridologist. Offering vitamins, herbs
and minerals.

MARLA S.R. YOUNG
Herbalife Distributor
www.herbal-nutrition.net/members/marlasryoung • Toll free: 1-800-814-7830
100% natural, safe, effective products for
skin care, hair care, nutritional supplements, men’s & women’s health. Personalized weight management programs.
FREE personal consultations available.
See ad on page 24.

HYPNOBIRTHING
HYPNOBIRTHING®
Tag Woods 336-992-6135
Certiﬁed HypnoBirthing® Practitioner
Teaching mothers & birth companions
techniques for safe & satisfying birthing
through guided imageery, visualization
& special breathing. Five-week sessions.
Call for dates and further information.

HYPNOTHERAPY
ALTERNATIVE WELLNESS & BEYOND
Polly Humphreys, Certiﬁed Hypnotist &
L.P.T.A.
155 Northpoint Ave.,High Point, NC
Free consultation 336-988-5750
Hypnosis & EFT—holistic approach.
Specializing in Stress Management, Fears,
Smoking Cessation and Weight Management. Excellent results with Fibromyalgia. Identify root issues and resolve
the problem for good. Day and evening
appointments. Adults & Children. Expect
Success!

MAD ABOUT HERBS
Monta Smith
336-722-0607
Thruway Shopping Center
Winston-salem, NC

LIFETURN INSTITUTE OF NATURAL
HEALTH
Ilyse J. Harris, RN, C.H., HBCE
John R. Harris, C.H., HBCE
Raleigh, NC
919-876-7240 www.lifeturn.com

Monta's 30 years of experience and
knowledge of Natures Sunshine Products
can greatly improve your health. She will
guide you by recommeding supplements.
Preventing disease by building a strong
immune system or overcoming disease
are her specialties. See ad page 50.

Hypnotherapy certiﬁcation program open
to all interested in the therapeutic use of
hypnosis. Nurses, Substance Abuse Counselors, and Healing Touch Practitioners
call for Continuing Ed information. See
ad on page 33.

NATUROPATHIC
PHYSICIANS
DR. AIMEE SHEPPARD, N.D.,
M.O.M., L.AC - Kernersville
336-655-2832
Integrating natural therapeutics with
current medical knowledge. See ad on
page 34.
NATUROPATHIC HEALTH CLINIC OF
NORTH CAROLINA
Reynolda Village, Winston-Salem
336 724 4452
www.naturopathichealthclinic.com
Holistic, science-based healthcare, for
the individual.

NATUROPATHS
JUDITH TOSCANO, ND LMBT #1640
Naturopath
276-694-3745 by appointment
Combining intuition, scientiﬁc knowledge, physical, emotional & energetic
methods, Jude emphasizes mind-body treatments
using NAET, botanicals,
therapeutic massage &
rejuvenation to support your health &
wellbeing.

NUTRITION
BERNARD’S LIGHT
336-389-1930
miracle2network.com/bernardslight
rainforestbio.com/bernardslight
Offering education & consultations to
help you assume an active role in your
health and well being. Suggestions are
based on proven, cell-friendly, resultsoriented options. See ad on page 23.
NATURAL HEALING & NUTRITION
CLINIC - Dr. A. Choi, Ph.D
2616 Deer Place, Greensboro
294-6798
Clinical & holistic nutritionist, naturopathic, 21 years
exp, free consultations,
various non-invasive tests.
Free trial of far-infra-red
ray massage for muscle and
back pain for everybody.
See ad on page 24.
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TAHITIAN NONI® JUICE
Betty Capps, independent Distributor
www.noni.com/betty 336-788-5344
Everywhere, people are talking about
TAHITIAN NONI ® Juice. Discover why
this simple plant is making such waves.
See ad on page 9.

ORGANIC
DEEP ROOTS MARKET
3728 Spring Garden St - Greensboro
336-292-9216
Greensboro’s only natural foods co-op
serving the Triad for over 28 years! We
are a full service grocery owned by our
customers and product knowledge is our
specialty. Mon-Sat 12-8; Sun 12-7. See
ad on page 18.
EARTH FARE, THE HEALTHY SUPERMARKET
2865 Battleground Ave, Greensboro
336-369-0190 www.earthfare.com
Full service organic and natural grocery
supermarket with salad and hot bar, juice
bar, natural health and body care products and everything in between. Monthly
free cooking classes and wine tastings in
Earth Fare’s Community Events Room.

FOGWOOD PRODUCTS
180 Fogwood Drive
Reidsville, NC
336-634-0580 fogwood@ctc.net
Offering Shiitake Mushrooms locally
grown in oak logs. $10 per pound. Bulk
and wholesale pricing available. Visit us
at the new Rockingham County Farmer’s
Market. See ad on page 12.

PHYSICIANS
PIEDMONT INTEGRATIVE MEDICINE,
PA - Alexander T. Augoustides, MD
1411 Plaza West Road, Suite B
Winston Salem, NC 27103
336-760-0240
Comprehensive integrative health care
focusing on nutrition, wellness, detoxiﬁcation, thyroid
disorders, fibromyalgia,
bioidentical hormones,
cardiovascular disease,
diabetes mellitus, intravenous therapies including
chelation therapy, and much more! See
ad on page 39.
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SHALLOWFORD FAMILY MEDICAL
CENTER Gray Erlacher, MD
3641 Westgate Ctr. Cir.
Winston-Salem, NC 27103
336-659-4646
Modern integrative clinic offers natural
hormones, intravenous vitamins, heavy
metal testing, herbal medicine and acupuncture. Dr. Erlacher trained at Wake
Forest Medical School, Univ. of WI and
in Beijing, China. See ad page 7..

REFLEXOLOGY
FOOT REFLEXOLOGY
Annie Rawleigh, Certiﬁed Reﬂexologist
1-A Wendy Court, Greensboro
336-855-7380 Appointments

WELLNESS
CENTER OF WELL-BEING
1316-1320 Ashley Square
Winston-Salem 336.794-2343
integrativecare@bellsouth.net
We are a professional integrative healthcare practice offering Acupuncture and
Herbology, Harmonic Sound Healing,
Holistic Mental Health Counseling, Therapeutic Massage and Energy Therapies .
See ad on page 32.

HIGHER GROUND HEALING
Cathy Cartisano
336-315-2287 - glory8@earthlink.net
www.highergroundhealing.net

Reflexology is a sensational, dynamic, yet simple approach to glowing
health. The powerful healing forces of reﬂexology
can make you whole,
bring renewed vigor and
vitality, and eliminate illness and pain
from your life. See ad on page 6.

Offering LaHo Chi (energy healing, similar to Reiki), Flower Esssences and Transition Assistance. See ad on page 26.

REIKI

Bodymind Healing -- cutting edge work
interweaving mind and body balancing to
produce rapid, permanent shifts, resulting
in freedom from both physical and emotional pain. See ad on page 17.

INDIGO ANSWERS
Margo S. Ross, Reiki Master & Teacher
www.indigoanswers.com
336-314-0503
All Usui Reiki services &
certiﬁcation lessons for I, II,
& Master levels. Treatments
for stress relief, relaxation,
mental/emotional healing,
some pain relief, chakra and
aura work & more. Lessons
discounted for massage therapy students
& family pairs (teen/parent, etc.). Open
evening and weekend hours, too. See ad
on page 20.

SPAS
ELEMENTS DAY SPA
Kernersville/ Winston-Salem
336-992-2772/ 336-722-2629
www.elementsdayspa.net
A sanctuary for healing, wellness & beauty. Professional spa treatments in harmony
with nature. Treatments include: hot stone
therapy, facials, massage, body wraps,
manicures and pedicures. Gift certiﬁcates
are available. See ad on page 16.

McKEITHAN PAIN TREATMENT CTR.
Kent McKeithan
147 Columbine Dr, Winston-Salem
336-761-0501

THEMIS INSTITUTE
Julie Lapham, Ph.D., Director
336-379-1000
E-mail: JLapham@juno.com
Exploring the inherent healing potential available in Holotropic states of
consciousness and offering cutting
edge strategies for physical, emotional,
spiritual and mental wellness. See ad on
page 12.

THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS
Susan Musgrave
236 E. Center Street
Lexington, NC 336-236-7187
Evaluate the level of your energy ﬂow
with a meridian stress assessment. Noninvasive. For more information, call or
email tsmusgrave@lexcominc.net.
See ad on page 49.

WELLNESS PRODUCTS
LIVE RIGHT INC. WITH SALADMASTER,
744-J East Chatham Street, Cary, NC
Winston-Salem Ofﬁce: 336-922-6844
Saladmaster is a health and nutrition
company devoted to proper food prepartaion that provides a lifetime of beneﬁts
including: health, time, energy, money, &
quality products. See ad on page 48

TO YOUR HEALTH
Ray Sherfey, Sales Manager
2408 Fairview Farm Rd., Asheboro
336-629-9354 phone and fax
toyourhealthnc@aol.com
Provides demonstrations and installation
of LifeMist distillers, producers the purest water on the planet (distilled water)
for use in homes/businesses. Demos
available by appointment. See ad on
page 56.
VITALSTAT
4642 West Market Street #218
Greensboro NC 27407 - 336-451-7971
Email: VitalStat2004@yahoo.com
We are a locally owned Triad Company,
committed to “Finding New Ways to Improve Your Health”. Higher Antioxidant
levels in the body are keys to a healthier
you. Learn your personal levels form the

Bio Photonic Scanner with just the palm
of your hand. It only takes three minutes
of your time. Please contact us to ﬁnd out
a scanning date at a location near you.
See ad on page 45.

YOGA
FAMILY YOGA
Cheryl Andres
336-272-0005, Greensboro
www.familyyoga.org
Prenatal, Mom & Baby, Easy
Does It, Beginners, Intermediate, Children’s, Yoga
for Men, Therapeutic yoga,
and Pilates classes are offered. See web site for class
descriptions, schedule and pricing. See
ad on page 43.
YOGA CAFÉ
711 Milner Drive
Greensboro, NC 27410
336-299-1070

HOLISTIC YOGA
1704 Bearhollow Road
NW Greensboro
336-855-8018 ValPutney@aol.com
Picture yourself in a quiet glen, toning
body, freeing mind, calming nerves,
opening to boundless possibilities.
One hour of Holistic Yoga is worth 6 of
other modalities. Reasonable rates, varied
classes--1 is right for you. De-stressing
Mini-Retreats every third Sunday. See
Calendar listings.

THE YOGA GALLERY
633 N. Trade Street
336-725-4119, Winston-Salem
www.yogagallery.net
Yoga classes and private instruction in the
downtown Winston-Salem Arts District
for children thru seniors, all levels. Also,
Prenatal, Nia, Belly Dance and Meditation. See ad on page 17.

Complete Yoga Program, including Yoga
Foundations I and II, Gentle Yoga and
Yoga for all levels. Also offering massage therapy and bodywork. See ad on
page 9.

CLASSIFIED
SPACE FOR RENT.
Country setting. Reasonable prices.
336-674-8008

LOVE WINE? BE YOUR OWN BOSS!

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
If you could turn a $60 a month investment in your health into $300-500/
WEEK income would you be interested
in learning more? For a recorded Business Overview call 918-222-7201 box
271 then call Maggie Dorman at 336454-6469. Start earning now!

Learn how easy it is to mix your interest
in wine with a dream to be your own
boss. Give yourself the opportunity to
build your own business and earn income, all while tasting, learning about,
and marketing ﬁne wines! Linda Shuster, Independent Wine Consultant. The
Traveling Vineyard. 336-788-5625 or
336-926-243ncwinelady@bellsouth.net.
www.thetravelingvineyard.com

EARN EXTRA MONEY
Earn extra money with a business in
AVON. Flexible schedule, great incentives. Call Joyce today! 336-5954980.

COUPLES RETREATS
Romantic Getaway Workshops: Deepen
intimacy and passion. Discover Tantra.
Brochure. 1-877-282-4244, www.IntimacyRetreats.com

EARN EXTRA $$$ Distribute natural,
nutritional products, training provided.
Call 1-800-814-7830 or visit www.
iwantachangeforme.com today!

BODY CARE PRODUCTS
Pure Swiss skin care, nutrition, aromatherapy, natural balancing creams. Shop
online www.carolm.myarbonne.com

LAVENDER PEACE
Chemical-free house cleaning. Handmade lavender furniture wax. Reliable
service. Southern Greensboro area only.
336-674-6142
FOR SALE
Nature’s Sunshine Shop, nutritional
supplements. 9 Years established. Large
customer base. Excellent location. Turn
key. 336-722-0607.

DISTRIBUTORS NEEDED
for roll-out of cutting edge healthy living
technologies. Christian Home-Based
Business. Six-ﬁgure income potential. If
you are a positive person who is coachable and eager to learn something new,
enjoys meeting new people, and has a
strong desire to help others, then please
call 1-800-404-9034 for more info.
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Natural Triad Magazine
Invites You to NTN (Natural Triad Networking)
This unique networking group meets monthly in both Winston-Salem and Greensboro. Currently, we are
meeting the ﬁrst Tuesday of each month at 11:30 AM in the Community Room at Earth Fare (Greensboro)
and the third Tuesday of each month at 11:30 AM at The Naturopathic Clinic of North Carolina (WinstonSalem).
If you are in a health-related ﬁeld (either service or product oriented) and are interested in joining us,
please call us at 336-369-4170 for conﬁrmation of location and time.
There is no charge to join these informal, yet informative meetings. This is an opportunity to meet your
colleagues who share common healthy lifestyle goals and interests. The focus of these meetings mirror
the focus of our magazine.
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